Chapter 1: Introduction and literature Survey

1.1 Overview

Living organisms are composed of lifeless molecules. When these molecules are isolated and examined individually, they conform to all physical and chemical laws that describe the behaviour of an inanimate matter. The chemical constituents of living organism are mainly composed of Carbon, Oxygen, Nitrogen, Phosphorous and Sulphur. The special chemical bonding of Carbon allows the formation of wide variety of organic molecules. Organic compounds of molecular weight ($M_r$) less than about 500 daltons, such as amino-acids, nucleotides and monosaccharides, serve as monomer subunit for proteins, nucleic acids and polysaccharides, respectively.

The genome of an organism is composed of DNA (deoxy-ribonucleic acid), encoding information for survival. Moreover, genomes are dynamic entities; they evolve over time by acquiring cumulative effects of mutation, recombination and selection. Decades of research in molecular biology has shown that genes (i.e. genetic information encoded in DNA) translate to proteins via mRNAs (messenger-ribonucleic acids). These proteins then fold to acquire unique three dimensional structures to perform specialized functions (Figure 1.1). Almost everything that occurs in the cell involves one or more proteins. Inside cell, genes are tightly regulated by proteins, such as transcription factors. Thus, proteins play a central role as molecular machines to carry-out everyday tasks inside the cell.

The advent of the computer age and recent advances in high-throughput experimental methods has provided an opportunity to understand the cellular complexity within the inter-connectivity of biomolecules (Figure 1.1). Biological interactions happen at the many different levels of detail, from the atomic interactions in a folded protein structure to the relationship of organisms in a population or ecosystem that can be modelled as biological network [1]. Complex biological networks have received a tremendous amount of attention in the past decades [2-4]. These studies have changed our view of the molecular cellular systems in a fundamental way.

Many biological functions cannot be predicted from a single information source. However, there has been progress in this quest through inductive reasoning, biological data integration and modelling efforts. In the explosion of high-throughput experimental data,
one needs computational and statistical techniques for integrating heterogeneous datasets to decipher the interactions between different biological objects and thereby creating new relationships to find novel insights.

This thesis demonstrates the utility of data integration and protein interaction network to understand subcellular localisation (SCL), biological processes, molecular function and gene co-expression of interacting protein pairs. The specific aims of this thesis and how they have been addressed forms the rest of the thesis, followed by conclusions and future direction.

**Figure 1.1: Key players in biomolecular interactions.** A gene is translated to protein via RNA, followed by folding of the protein product to acquire a unique 3D-structure. Protein structure determines its function. Some proteins also regulate gene transcription and translation. Functional complexity of cellular system is determined by the interconnectedness of genes and proteins within the cellular network.

### 1.2 Experimental methods to elucidate Protein-Protein Interactions (PPIs)

There are many methods to detect PPIs, which falls under two broad categories. The first category comprises Fragment Complementation (FC) assays, which is based on the
principle of split proteins that are functionally reconstituted by the fusion of interacting proteins [5-7]. The second category includes affinity purification methods for structural determination and identification of proteins in complexes. FC assays and protein complex purification methods combined with MS (Mass Spectrometry) have been used in large scale studies of PPIs in model organisms and in human. These two approaches fundamentally represent two different sources of interactions and hence it is important to understand their strength and weaknesses in terms of PPI detection. The FC assay system usually determines binary interactions, whereas a complex purification method detects all the components of complexes.

1.2.1 Fragment complementation assays

The yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) is a popular fragment complementation genetic assay widely used for detecting PPI. It was originally developed by Field and Song inside a living yeast cell [5]. The Y2H system employs a transcription factor, Gal4, which activate a reporter gene (i.e. gene whose phenotypic expression is easy to monitor) when its DNA-binding domain (DBD) and its transcription activation domain (AD) are linked. When both DBD and AD domains are separated from each other, Gal4 lacks capability to activate the expression of reporter gene. To identify whether proteins X and Y interact, each protein is fused to one of these transcription factor domains, AD and DBD, respectively (Figure 1.2 b). Protein X, which binds to DBD domain of transcription factor, is referred as the bait protein. Whereas, protein Y binds to the AD domain is referred as the prey protein. Interaction between X and Y protein indirectly brings DBD and AD domains together to reconstitute the functional form of the transcription factor which then activate the reporter gene (Figure 1.2 c). The expression of reporter gene confirms the true interaction between proteins. In the absence of interaction reporter gene does not express itself.

Several other FC methods are developed for the detection of protein interactions based on the co-expression of two-hybrid fusion proteins, as shown in Table 1.1. All the methods have been proven to work with a selected set of protein interactions. There is lack of systematic approach to compare the quality and methodology biases of these approaches.
Figure 1.2: Schematic representation to detect PPIs in the Y2H system. Expression of the genetically engineered reporter gene, \((His3)\) is monitored in the presence/absence of interaction. Yeast cells grow under the histidine-deficient condition in the presence of \(His3\) expression. Proteins X and Y are fused with domain DBD and AD respectively. (A) \(Gal4\) TF is used to monitor the interaction between X and Y indirectly via \(His3\) gene expression. (B) In the absence of interaction, the functional form of \(Gal4\) TF is not formed to express the \(His3\) gene. Thus, growth of yeast cell is not seen in the histidine-deficient condition. (C) In the presence of interaction \(His3\) gene expression allows the growth of his3 gene under histidine-deficient condition.

### 1.2.2 Affinity purification methods

While protein complementation techniques are usually used in vivo, affinity purification requires that the interacting proteins to be purified from cell and then identified in vitro (even though the interaction takes place in vivo) [8]. Historically, GST pulldown and co-immunoprecipitation (co-IP) have been the most popular methods. These methods have been supplemented by refined high-throughput methods that use mass spectrometry for protein identification. However, all these methods are based on the principle that interactions involved affinity-tagged proteins formed in vivo are preserved during biochemical purification steps.
Table 1.1: Various forms of protein complementation techniques/assay systems. Y2H (Yeast two-hybrid), B2H (Bacterial two-hybrid), M2H (mammalian two-hybrid), FC (fragmentation complementation) and 3H (three-hybrid).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Y2H</td>
<td>Classical Y2H</td>
<td>Reconstitution of active transcription factor (e.g. \textit{Gal4})</td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y2H</td>
<td>LexA-based Y2H</td>
<td>Reconstitution of active transcription factor, based on \textit{LexA} (DBD) and \textit{VP16/Gal4} (AD)</td>
<td>[9, 10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y2H</td>
<td>SOS recruitment system</td>
<td>Activation of Ras signalling pathway made dependent on interaction</td>
<td>[11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2H</td>
<td>RNA Polymerase recruitment</td>
<td>Activation of reporter gene by RNA polymerase recruitment</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2H</td>
<td>MAPPIT</td>
<td>Activation of cytokine signaling</td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2H</td>
<td>Reconstitution of active transcription factor</td>
<td>Reconstitution of active transcription factor</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>Split ubiquitin (split-UB)</td>
<td>Protein fragment complementation: analysis of membrane proteins</td>
<td>[15, 16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>Split-TEV protease</td>
<td>Protein fragment complementation: flexible choice of reporter gene</td>
<td>[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>biFC</td>
<td>Protein fragment complementation: fluorescent protein (allow to localize in interaction)</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3H</td>
<td>Three hybrid/kinase co-expression</td>
<td>Classical Y2H with kinase co-expression (detects phosphorylation dependent interactions)</td>
<td>[18]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.2.2.1 \textit{GST-Pulldown}

Using glutathione S-transferase (GST) as a tag is a standard approach in \textit{in-vitro} interaction studies of proteins [19-21]. Traditionally, GST-pulldowns have been used to cross-check interactions that were found in the two-hybrid assays and other screening
procedure. GST fusion proteins can be easily expressed and purified from *Escherichia coli* [22] by running a cell extract through a matrix of glutathione-coated beads. Only GST fusion proteins along with few cellular glutathione-binding proteins bind to the matrix. Non-specific bound proteins can be easily eluted out by salt solutions such as PBS. A second protein solution is allowed to incubate with that of the fusion protein on the matrix. Proteins from this solution then will bind to the GST fusion proteins. The protein fused to GST is known as the “bait” and the protein which binds to it is known as the “prey”. The bait proteins are often radio-labelled, so that interactions can be identified through SDS-PAGE (sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis) separation followed by Western blotting or by mass spectrometry. Subsequent washing of the GST fusion protein (i.e. bait) and the bound interacting protein (prey) is retained. Figure 1.3; shows a schematic representation of GST-pulldown principle.

![Figure 1.3: Principle of GST-pulldown method.](image)

The bait protein is fused with Glutathione S-transferase (GST). GST has a high affinity for glutathione which is fixed on the matrix sepharose-beads. Cell extracts containing proteins are allowed to pass through the fixed GST fusion protein. Prey proteins present in the cell-extract bind to the GST fusion protein and unbound proteins are removed through subsequent elution.

**1.2.2.2 Co-immunoprecipitation**

Co-immunoprecipitation (Co-IP) has a similar principle in comparison with that of GST-pulldown. It uses Protein A (isolated from *Staphylococcus aureus*) in place of GST.
Figure 1.4: Principle of co-immunoprecipitation (Co-IP). Protein A is fixed on the sepharose bead which recognises the constant chain of the antibody, IgG. The variable regions (i.e. epitope) of the antibody are specific to the bait protein. The prey protein binds to the bait protein if an interaction exists.

Table 1.2: Commercially available affinity tags.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affinity tag</th>
<th>Capture reagent</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLAG</td>
<td>Monoclonal antibody</td>
<td>DYKDDDDDK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-Myc</td>
<td>Monoclonal antibody</td>
<td>EQKLISEEDL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-tag</td>
<td>S-fragment of RNAase A</td>
<td>KETAAAKFERQHMDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strep II</td>
<td>Streptavidin variant</td>
<td>WSHPQFEK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly-His</td>
<td>Ni²⁺-NTA</td>
<td>HHHHHHHH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly-Arg</td>
<td>Cation exchange media</td>
<td>RRRRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calmodulin-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>binding domain</td>
<td>Calmodulin</td>
<td>KRRWKKNFIAVSAANRFKKISSGAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Protein A has a high binding affinity to the constant chains of immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibodies. This allows sepharose-protein A columns to be easily coated with IgG of any specificity. Such a matrix is then incubated with the cell extract. All proteins that are recognised by the antibody, bind to the matrix. Unbounded proteins are then removed.
through washing with a buffer. Bound proteins can then be identified via separation on SDS-page and Western blotting or mass spectrometry (Figure 1.4). One of the major limitations of Co-IP is the availability of specific antibodies. In the near future though, it will perhaps be possible to produce antibodies against all proteins of a genome.Commercially available peptide affinity tags are available to overcome the limitation of Co-IPs (Table 1.2).

1.2.3 Complex versus binary protein interactions

It is important to note that fragment complementation assays detect binary interactions, whereas affinity tag purification methods detect components of complexes. Complex data are often interpreted as if the proteins that co-purify are interacting in a particular manner, consistent with either a spoke or a matrix model. In the spoke model all proteins are assumed to be interacting with the bait protein only, while in a matrix model, all proteins interact with each other. However, a combination of both methods is usually not sufficient to establish the precise topology, as some interactions may be too weak to be detected individually. X-ray crystallography can provide a detailed model of the proteins in a complex. It should be noted that crystallized complexes often lack additional weakly associated proteins that do not co-crystallize and thus may not provide a complete picture.

1.2.4 Experimental studies of protein-protein interactions is incomplete

Proteins work together to carry out various biochemical functions inside the cell. To understand the dynamics of interacting proteins, it is important to know their subcellular location, precise concentration, stability and how the genes of the interacting protein’s partners or components are regulated. We also have a limited understanding of post-translation modification and how it affects the assembly of protein complex formation. Keeping these facts in mind, experimental methods only provide a qualitative way to catalogue protein-protein interactions without paying too much attention to the quantitative and dynamic aspects. This will change as we approach complete catalogues of all protein interactions for major model systems and archive these in public repositories for a comprehensive understanding of the biological system. Recent studies estimate that we
have identified only 50% of all yeast interaction and only 10% of all human interaction [23]. Such estimates are not known for other species.

1.3 Biological Data Resources/Databases

Databases are an efficient means to archive, query, retrieve and integrate diverse biological information. Integrating information reduces complexity and provides an efficient way for the dissemination of collated data. The quality of any database relies on its completeness, accuracy and accessibility. The most important and commonly used specialized and general databases for the study of protein interactions are discussed below with their implication for the studies presented in this thesis.

1.3.1 Protein Interaction Databases

As a consequence of experimental and bioinformatics approaches, data on interacting proteins are made available through large scale genome- and proteome-wide analyses. Several research groups have made important efforts in designing and setting up databases that include computer-controlled information about protein interactions or “interactomes”. Intuitively, protein interaction means physical contact between the surfaces of proteins. Figure 1.5 shows a workflow representation of different data source to define protein interaction. Protein relationships can be defined in many ways such as inclusion in a multiprotein complex, common metabolic pathways, common cellular compartments, co-expression, genetic regulation or even molecular co-evolution. These multiple types of protein relationships represent a confounding data landscape. One of the major role of protein interaction database is to provide a way of defining biological entities with a clear definition by extensively linking the data object to several biological characterizations. Moreover, interactome databases not only incorporate new collections of interacting proteins but also curate the definition and annotation of protein interaction included in each case. There has also been a huge effort to display the interaction data in an interactive customizable way. Described below are the important protein interaction databases used to define protein interaction networks.
**Figure 1.5:** A workflow representation of protein interaction data collation. The two central boxes illustrate the general levels of detail collected by the databases, whereas, peripheral boxes show various source of experimental data related to protein interactions.

### 1.3.1.1 HPRD

The Human Protein Reference Database (HPRD; [http://www.hprd.org](http://www.hprd.org)) contains protein interactions and pathways information of human proteins from literature by manual curation [24]. Annotation in this database contains a high level of detail, such as post-translation modification, subcellular localisation, expression, protein-domain architecture and disease association with OMIM (Online Mendalian Inheritance in Man) database. It is connected well with other web resources on proteins.

### 1.3.1.2 MINT

The Molecular INTeraction Database (MINT; [http://mint.bio.uniroma2.it/mint](http://mint.bio.uniroma2.it/mint)) is a relational database, archiving experimentally determined protein-protein interaction [25]. The whole interaction dataset is freely available as XML documents according to PSI-MI (Proteomics Standards Initiative-Molecular Interactions) Level 1 and 2.5 standards [26], MITAB formatted files (a tab-delimitated format defined by PSI-MI group where all complexes are represented as binary interactions) and as a simplified tab-delimited file where all participants of an interaction are represented by a single line. This database
provides searching over the web, exploring the interaction network using the MINT Viewer, submitting interaction data to MINT and downloading the interaction dataset in the MITAB format described above.

1.3.1.3 BOND

The Biomolecular Object Network Databank, formerly known as BIND (Biomolecular Interaction Network Database), (BOND; [http://bond.unleashedinformatics.com](http://bond.unleashedinformatics.com)), collates high-throughput experimental data, curated by in-house team of curators along with other data sources including protein complexes from PDB (Protein Data Bank) [27-29]. This database is developed to handle various types of protein-protein interaction data, protein-small molecule interactions and protein-nucleic acid interactions. BOND uses a grammar of unique icons to distinguish functional types of interactions in displays. BOND’s web interface also uses specialized text query builder for searching the database.

1.3.1.4 MPact/MIPS

The Protein Interaction and Complex Database (MPact; [http://mips.helmholtzmuenchen.de/genre/proj/mpact/](http://mips.helmholtzmuenchen.de/genre/proj/mpact/)) is the common access point to the protein interaction resource in the MIPS (Munich Information Center for Protein Sequences) Comprehensive Yeast Genome Database (CYGD) [30-32]. It contains two separate sets of yeast protein interactions, one with manually curated interaction and other set generated via high-throughput experimentation. It is very comprehensive and high-quality interactome dataset, commonly referred to as the gold-standard in the analysis of protein interaction network.

1.3.1.5 DIP

The Database of Interaction Proteins (DIP; [http://dip.doe-mbi.ucla.edu](http://dip.doe-mbi.ucla.edu)) is one of the best known repositories for experimentally-determined protein-protein interactions including a subset of interactions which have passed a quality assessment [33]. Sources for this interaction data range from literature and PDB, to high-throughput methods like Y2H, protein microarrays and TAP/MS analysis of protein complexes. The database makes use
of several assessment methods to determine the quality of existing interaction data and to check user-specified interaction sets. DIP can also be accessed via a plugin in Cytoscape to view molecular interaction networks and links to several related databases including LiveDIP and Prolinks. For proteins in a biological interaction, LiveDIP records information about their states and any state changes upon binding, such as covalent modification, conformations or cellular location [34, 35]. Prolinks employs four methods of functional association: phylogenetic profiles, Rosetta Stone, gene neighbour and gene clusters [36].

1.3.1.6 IntAct

The IntAct Molecular Interaction Database (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/intact) provides experimentally determined interactions of biomolecules through deep curation model to capture a high level of experimental details from peer-reviewed research articles. Their interaction data is provided to user which complies with the International Molecular Exchange Consortium (IMEx) guideline and the Minimum Information required to report a Molecular Interaction Experiment (MIMIx) standard [37, 38]. Moreover, interaction data has high-level details to describe experiments, binding-sites, protein tags and mutation via PSI-MI ontology. Gene Ontology is used to describe the subcellular location or molecular functions. Interacting molecules are systematically mapped to stable identifiers from public databases such as UniProtKB for proteins, ChEBI [39] for small molecules, Ensemble [40] for genes and DDJB/EMBL/GeneBank [41-43] nucleotide database for nucleic acids sequence. Binding site of protein is linked via InterPro database [44] and maps to the protein’s sequence/structure.

1.3.1.7 BioGrid

The Biological General Repository for Interaction Datasets (BioGRID; http://thebiogrid.org) provides genetic and protein interactions for human and model organisms [45]. This database contains complete coverage for budding yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae), fission yeast (Saccharomyces pombe) and thale cress (Arabidopsis thaliana). The interaction datasets are freely available for public usage in standard format such as PSI-MI [46] and tab-delimited text file. BioGRID 3.0 supports
nearly 17 million systematic names, aliases, official symbol and external identifiers from Ensembl [40], UniProtKB [47], NCBI, RefSeq [48], Entrez-Gene, GeneBank [43], SGD [49], WormBase [50], FlyBase [51], MGD [52] and TAIR [53], amongst other sources. BioGRID interaction data is supported by network visualization tools such as Osprey [54], Cytoscape [55], GeneMania [56] and ProHits [57].

1.3.2 Metabolic databases

Metabolic databases integrate molecular information derived from genome sequencing projects into a higher-level of biological organisation to represent cellular complexity. It defines a functional unit to represent cellular processes. These functional units correspond to different levels of molecular organisation such as pathways or operons for metabolic or regulatory networks. The collated information in such databases is of particular interest for two principle reasons: firstly, the topology of metabolic networks provides the basis for detail experimentation, such as drug design for key enzymes [58]; and secondly, the availability of thermodynamic, kinetic and regulatory information allow to achieve a desirable phenotype through simulation and optimization of specific pathways [59]. One of the oldest and the largest projects on the recording of metabolic enzymes, reaction and pathways is the EMP project [60]. Some of the important metabolic databases are described below in detail.

1.3.2.1 KEGG

The Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG; http://www.genome.jp/kegg) provides a reference knowledgebase for linking genomes to biological systems (listed in Table 1.3), categorized as building blocks in the genomic space (KEGG GENES) and the chemical space (KEGG LIGAND) [61]. It also provides a deep overview of interaction networks and reaction networks (KEGG PATHWAY). The KEGG PATHWAY database contains pathway maps for molecular systems in both normal and perturbed state. The disease database of KEGG represents a list of known genes, any known environmental factor at the molecular level, diagnostic markers and therapeutic drugs, which may reflect the underlying molecular system. KEGG DRUG is a repository of chemical structures and components used as drugs in USA, EUROPE and TCM (Traditional Chinese Medicine).
Their new resource KEGG MEDICUS provides a reference point for the computational analysis of molecular network by integrating large-scale experimental dataset.

**Table 1.3:** List of KEGG resources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database/content</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEGG GENES</td>
<td><a href="http://www.genome.jp/kegg/genes.html">http://www.genome.jp/kegg/genes.html</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.3.2.2 *BioCyc*

The BioCyc Collection of Pathway/Genome Databases ([http://www.biocyc.org](http://www.biocyc.org)) comprises metabolic pathways and genomes databases (PGDBs) of sequenced organisms [62]. As of now, it provides an electronic reference to 1129 genomes. Moreover, it includes computational inference procedures applied to these genomes, including prediction of gene codes for missing enzymes in metabolic pathways and predicted operons. The databases within BioCyc are organised into different tiers according to the amount of manual review and updates they have received.

1. Tier 1 PGDBs are created through manual efforts and receive continuous updates. EcoCyc [63], MetaCyc [62], AraCyc [64] and YeastCyc belong to tier 1.
2. Tier 2 PGDBs contains computationally generated pathway information by the PathoLogic program [65]. The databases undergo a moderate amount of review and update. HumanCyc [66] belongs to this tier. In total, BioCyc contains Tier 2 metabolic data for 33 organisms.
3. Tier 3 PGDBs contain predicted metabolic pathways, operons (for bacteria only) [67], pathway hole fillers [68] and transport reactions [69]. There are a total of 1084 Tier 3 PGDBs.

1.3.2.3 BRENDA

The BRaunschweig ENzyme DAtabase (BRENDA; http://www.brenda-enzymes.org/) contains information on metabolic enzymes and their ligands, including information on inhibitors, kinetics, thermodynamics and links to organisms for which the relevant reactions have been characterized [70]. Information is obtained through manual curation from the primary literature source. It is one of the most comprehensive resources on enzymes.

1.3.2.4 UMBBD

The University of Minnesota Database of Biocatalysis and Biodegradation (UMBBD; http://umbbd.msi.umn.edu) is more specialized database focusing on biodegradation [71]. This database contains information on xenobiotic compounds interconversions, of particular interest for industrial applications and bioremediation projects.

1.3.3 Subcellular Localisation Database

Annotating the subcellular localisation (SCL) of proteins is important in implicating the function and their possibility of interaction with other proteins inside the eukaryotic cell. In prokaryotic cell system, only three locations are possible. Prokaryotic proteins can be present either inside, outside or within the plasma membrane. However, protein localisation is complicated in eukaryotic systems due to the presence of various subcellular compartments. SCL is one of the main biological features that involve protein-protein interaction inside cell. It has been suggested that 76% of yeast [72] and 52% of human [73] proteins tend to co-locate in the same subcellular compartments. In this thesis we have used SCL information from LOCATE database (described below).
1.3.3.1 **LOCATE**

The Mammalian Protein Localization Database (LOCATE; [http://locate.imb.uq.edu.au](http://locate.imb.uq.edu.au)) is a curated database containing information of membrane organisation and SCL for the mouse and human proteins [74]. It uses protein sequences based on the transcripts generated from the direct sequencing of full-length transcripts, generated by the RIKEN FANTOM consortium [75]. At present, it archives a total of 58128 and 64637 proteins for mouse and human respectively. This warehouse has both literature curated and experimentally determined information on the SCL of mammalian proteins.

1.3.4 **Protein Sequence Databases**

The wealth of sequence information obtained from genome projects lack structural and functional annotations for various gene products, i.e. proteins. A biological insight could only be acquired through proper annotation. Therefore, systematic application of computational tools aided with expert opinion assists in identification and association of genomic sequences with well-characterised proteins. Organising the plethora of information through curation and maintenance of sequence databases is essential for performing efficient biological analysis. Protein sequence databases arise from the translation of nucleic acid sequences obtained from sequencing projects.

1.3.4.1 **Entrez Protein Database**

The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)’s Entrez ([http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein)) contains one of the most comprehensive and exhaustive repositories for protein sequences [43, 76]. It contains sequence data translated from nucleotidie sequences sourced from DDBJ (DNA Databank of Japan) [41], European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) [42], GenBank [43], as well as sequences from Swiss-Prot (detailed in the next section), Protein Information Resource (PIR) [77], RefSeq [48] and Protein Data Bank (PDB) [78].
1.3.4.2 Swiss-Prot

The ExPaSY Protein Sequence Database (Swiss-Prot) is a protein sequence database, which from its inception in 1986, was produced collaboratively by the Department of Medical Biochemistry at the University of Geneva and the EMBL. After 1994, the collaboration moved to EMBL’s UK outstation, EBI. In April 1998, further changes saw a move to the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (SIB), hence SIB and EBI/EMBL now maintain the database collaboratively. The database provides high-level protein annotations, which includes functional descriptions, domain architecture, post-translational modification, splice variants and so on. Swiss-Prot aims to minimize redundancy and is interlinked to many other resources. The structure of the database, and the quality of its annotation, set Swiss-Prot apart from other protein sequence resource and have made it the database of choice for most research purpose [79, 80].

1.3.4.3 TrEMBL

The Translation of EMBL Nucleotide Sequence Database (TrEMBL) was created in 1996 as a computer-annotated supplement to Swiss-Prot [81]. The database benefits from Swiss-Prot format and contains translations of all coding sequences (CDs) in EMBL. TrEMBL has two main sections, designated as SP-TrEMBL (Swiss-Prot TrEMBL) and REM-TrEMBL (Remaining TrEMBL). SP-TrEMBL contains protein entries to be incorporated into Swiss-Prot. Whereas REM-TrEMBL contains protein entries which are not included into Swiss-Prot, such as sequences which are synthetic, truncated, pseudogenes, fragments or of immunoglobulins and T-cell receptors.

1.3.4.4 UniProtKB

The Universal Protein Resource Knowledgebase (UniProtKB; http://www.uniprot.org) is a comprehensive catalogue of information on proteins [77, 82]. It is a central repository of protein sequence and function created by merging information contained in Swiss-Prot, TrEMBL and PIR. UniProt comprises four components, each optimised for different usage as shown below:
1. The UniProt Knowledgebase is the central access point for extensive curated protein information, including function, classification and cross-reference [47].

2. The UniProt Reference Clusters (UniRef) databases combine closely related sequence into a single record to speed searches [83].

3. The UniProt Archive (UniParc) is a comprehensive repository, reflecting the history of all protein sequences [84]. All new and updated protein sequences are collected and loaded daily into UniParc for full coverage.

4. The UniProt Metagenomic and Environmental Sequences (UniMES) contains metagenomic and environmental data.

1.3.4.5 RefSeq

The Reference Sequence Database (RefSeq; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/RefSeq) is curated and maintained at the NCBI [48] to provide a comprehensive, integrated, non-redundant, well-annotated set of sequences, including genomic DNA, transcripts and proteins. This database is very useful for medical, functional and diversity studies. It contains sequence information of 297 fungal, 6424 microbial, 216 plants, 146 protozoan, 351 mammalian vertebrates, 1292 non-mammalian vertebrates and 2727 viral genomes.

1.4 Graph-based network models in biology

A comprehensive overview of graph-based network models in biological systems has been reviewed in publication 1 below. Here, we provided a brief description of a graph as a mathematical object, used for modelling complex biological networks and highlighting some of the simple rules to understand a small set of organising principles. This review also provides the reasons underlying the common topological properties shared by many biological networks and the properties of these networks, in order to understand the cellular complexity. We have also discussed some of the main biological network models to understand the cellular behaviour at the molecular level of genes and proteins.
Due to copyright reasons, the selected article has been omitted from this thesis (the article appears from page 19-44):

1.5 Data integration using network models

Following a comprehensive overview of network models in biology, we also reviewed the different data resources available for network integration and their implication for human disease conditions. Here, we have highlighted the importance of combining biological data from relatively heterogeneous data sources from multiple experiments for meta-analysis at the level of cellular systems. We briefly discuss gene and protein interaction databases, gene ontology and gene-expression, followed by a review of the network modelling efforts to integrate data for predicting proteins and genes interactions and their usage in modelling to further the understanding of human diseases. For details, see publication 2 below.
Due to copyright reasons, the selected article has been omitted from this thesis (the article appears from page 47-68):

Kumar G and Ranganathan S: Biological Data Integration using Network Model: Biological Knowledge Discovery Handbook: Prepossessing, Mining and Postprocessing of Biological Data. Edited by Mourad Elloumi and Albert Y. Zomaya. John Wiley & Sons, New Jersey, Wiley Series in Bioinformatics
1.6 Objectives

Currently, there is a need to analyse and understand the intricate network of protein interactions inside the cell, as proteins interact and communicate to perform various cellular functions and since experimental determination of protein interactions using high-throughput techniques have made it possible to understand protein connectivity at the cellular level. An integrated approach is needed to combine heterogeneous experimental data resources to explore protein relationships in interaction networks. This thesis demonstrates the statistical significance of protein interaction networks for the study of subcellular localisation, biological processes and molecular functions. It also suggests the significance of a network study for gene expression data. The above objectives were subdivided into specific aims listed below, and addressed in detail in five publications presented in this thesis:

1. Review the current status of biological networks and their potential application in describing the cellular complexity using modelling approaches (Publications 1 and 2).
2. Analyse protein-protein interaction and metabolic networks with respect to network topologies and compare and contrast the subcellular localisation of human proteins, using these networks.
3. Analyse PPI networks for human and yeast proteomes to show the influence of network distances and the level of abstractions in GO (gene ontology) hierarchy in determining protein relationships for biological processes and molecular functions.
4. Demonstrate the application of the networks using ovarian tumour samples, with gene expression data from the publically available databases superimposed with gene/protein functional attributes to characterise the diseased state.
Chapter 2: Methods and Applications

Methods and applications that were developed and used in this study are summarised in Table 2.1. The ensuing publications have also been listed and included in the relevant chapter.

**Table 2.1: Methods, applications and publications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods/Applications</th>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Refer to Publication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Untangling Biological Networks Using Bioinformatics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological Data Integration using Network Model</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network analysis of human protein location</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissecting the organisation of human and yeast interactomes: network relationships from biological process and molecular function</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification of ovarian cancer associated genes using an integrated approach in a Boolean framework</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 3: Network analysis of human protein location

3.1 Summary

Proteins are the fundamental molecular machines involved in various cellular processes via pairwise or multivalent interactions with other proteins. Discovering and modelling the protein-protein interactions (PPIs) have been a goal of today’s systems biology. To interact, proteins must have spatial constrains (i.e. same subcellular compartments or SCL) or have to be at the interface transiently or conditionally between physically interacting SCL. Both experimental and computational methods helped identifying proteins location within various SCL inside the cell. Experimental approaches are expensive and bound by artefact with limitation to understand the biological complexity [85], whereas computational methods allow faster and general description of protein SCL with less accuracy and needs experimental or empirical validation [86]. Recent studies suggest that interacting protein pairs tend to co-locate inside the same subcellular compartments in human [87-89], fly [90] and yeast [72, 73, 91].

In this chapter, empirical study has been carried out to demonstrate the tendency of interacting protein pairs to have same subcellular compartments in human. Statistical analysis was done to compare and contrast the differences in SCL properties using PPI and metabolic networks model. Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) network was created by integrating binary protein interactions deposited in various public databases. Similarly, metabolic network was created by linking proteins via metabolites, i.e. indirect protein interactions or functional linkage. The statistical significance of human protein localisation is demonstrated through statistical measures such as Chi-square ($\chi^2$) test, protein co-localisation correlation profile and Z-score (standard normal distribution or Z-distribution). These statistical methods are significant to illustrate the cross-talk among various subcellular compartments and highlight the importance of metabolite-linked protein interaction i.e. functional/indirect association in addition to direct physical interaction of proteins.
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Abstract

Background: Understanding cellular systems requires the knowledge of a protein's subcellular localization (SCL). Although experimental and predicted data for protein SCL are archived in various databases, SCL prediction remains a non-trivial problem in genome annotation. Current SCL prediction tools use amino-acid sequence features and text mining approaches. A comprehensive analysis of protein SCL in human PPI and metabolic networks for various subcellular compartments is necessary for developing a robust SCL prediction methodology.

Results: Based on protein-protein interaction (PPI) and metabolite-linked protein interaction (MLPI) networks of proteins, we have compared, contrasted and analysed the statistical properties across different subcellular compartments. We integrated PPI and metabolic datasets with SCL information of human proteins from LOCATE and GOA (Gene Ontology Annotation) and estimated three statistical properties: Chi-square ($\chi^2$) test, Paired Localisation Correlation Profile (PLCP) and network topological measures. For the PPI network, Pearson's chi-square test shows that for the same SCL category, twice as many interacting protein pairs are observed than estimated when compared to non-interacting protein pairs ($\chi^2 = 1270.19, P-value < 2.2 \times 10^{-16}$), whereas for MLPI, metabolite-linked protein pairs having the same SCL are observed 20% more than expected, compared to non-metabolite linked proteins ($\chi^2 = 110.02, P-value < 2.2 \times 10^{-16}$). To address the issue of proteins with multiple SCLs, we have specifically used the PLCP (Pair Localization Correlation Profile) measure. PLCP analysis revealed that protein interactions are majorly restricted to the same SCL, though significant cross-compartment interactions are seen for nuclear proteins. Metabolite-linked protein pairs are restricted to specific compartments such as the mitochondrion ($P-value < 6.0e-07$), the lysosome ($P-value < 4.7e-05$) and the Golgi apparatus ($P-value < 1.0e-15$). These findings indicate that the metabolic network adds value to the information in the PPI network for the localisation process of proteins in human subcellular compartments.

Conclusions: The MLPI network differs significantly from the PPI network in its SCL distribution. The PPI network shows passive protein interaction, possibly due to its high false positive rate, across different subcellular compartments, which seem to be absent in the MLPI network, as the MLPI network has evolved to maintain high substrate specificity for proteins.

Background

The eukaryotic cell consists of many different subcellular compartments or organelles. Most of the cellular functions critical to the cell's survival are performed by proteins inside the cell. A typical cell thus contains a large number of protein molecules that are resident in specific compartments or organelles, referred to as "subcellular locations" (SCL). The major compartments, according to the Gene Ontology Consortium, are: cell surface, chromosome, cytoplasm, cytoskeleton, cytosol, endosome, endoplasmic reticulum, extracellular region, Golgi apparatus, membrane, mitochondria, nucleus, spliceosome, ribosome, vacuoles and organelle lumen [1]. These subcellular compartments are further refined into more specific compartments.
The functions of proteins are determined by specific physico-chemical environment present inside various compartments or organelles. Therefore, it is important to identify the SCL of each protein, for understanding its functional and cellular role. While protein SCL can be determined by biochemical experimentation, with the growing number of new protein sequences in the post-genomic era, experimental characterization of SCL is available for only 11.1% of the total protein sequences present in the UniProt Knowledge Base (version 57.9) [2]. For human proteins, the number is slightly better, with 34.1% having SCL annotations (Table 1). There is thus a huge gap between protein sequences with and without SCL annotation, necessitating computational approaches to predict the SCL from sequence information.

Early computational methods were restricted to specific subcellular compartments and depended on sequence information alone [3]. Protein sequence information comprises amino-acid composition, their physico-chemical properties (such as molecular weight, hydrophobicity, side-chain mass and amino-acid propensity), protein motifs, signal peptides and functional domain composition. However, given the variety of accepted subcellular locations that are functionally essential to completely characterize a protein, novel approaches such as machine learning and text mining have improved SCL predictability [3,4]. A machine-learning method relies on the recognition of patterns that are best characterized on the set of proteins whose localisation are known. A few studies use a systems biology approach for the prediction of a protein’s SCL [5], adopting an integrated methodology of high-throughput proteomic data such as protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks and protein motifs to understand and predict the SCL of a eukaryotic protein [5,6].

The use of PPI network to predict function relies on the principal assumption that the interacting protein pairs are likely to collaborate for a common purpose and have to be in close proximity in order to interact. Schwikowski et al. [7] were the first to show that the *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* PPI network could be used to classify protein SCL based on the idea of “guilt by association or neighbouring count method”. Their approach correctly identifies 76% of the interacting protein pairs as occurring within the same SCL. A similar approach was used in a comparative study to show that 52% of the interacting protein pairs in humans tend to have same SCL [8]. Lee et al. [9] extended the network-based approach by complementing the classification with a ‘Divide and Conquer k-Nearest Neighbour’ (DC-kNN) approach, with increased SCL predictive ability in yeast. Previous researchers have shown the importance of highly connected metabolites in the evolution of biochemical pathways which govern the flow of mass and energy in an organism [10,11]. To the best of our knowledge, the metabolite-linked network has only been used by Wagner and Fell [11] to report a positive correlation between the evolutionary age of metabolites and their degree of connectivity. Oron et. al [12] used constraint-based modelling on the metabolic network for predicting enzyme SCL, specifically considering the cross-membrane metabolite transporters (i.e. proteins). Thus, metabolic network information has not been implemented for predicting protein SCL, compared to data from PPI networks. As a first step towards developing such a prediction methodology, we have carried out large-scale statistical analysis of the SCL information contained in PPI and metabolite-linked networks.

The availability of a large number of protein interaction and metabolic datasets from multiple databases has motivated us to conduct a statistical study to benchmark the predictive ability of localisation of human proteins, with respect to the various subcellular compartments. In this study, we collated PPI interaction and metabolite-linked protein interaction (metabolic information) from seven major databases and integrated these with the high quality SCL information present in the LOCATE database [13] (Figure 1; see Materials and Methods for details), to critically analyze the PPI and metabolic datasets for the SCL assignment of human proteins. Using experimentally validated physical interaction and

Table 1 Summary of SCL annotation in UniProtKB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>No. of Protein Sequences</th>
<th>Dataset Size</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Proteins with SCL annotation in UniProt database</td>
<td>274730</td>
<td>494762</td>
<td>55.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Proteins in A with experimentally known SCL</td>
<td>55079</td>
<td>494762</td>
<td>11.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Proteins in A with uncertain terms such as potential/probable/similarity</td>
<td>219651</td>
<td>494762</td>
<td>44.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Proteins with GO annotation</td>
<td>461365</td>
<td>494762</td>
<td>93.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Protein with SCL annotation in GO database</td>
<td>337762</td>
<td>494762</td>
<td>68.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>UniProt human entries with experimentally known SCL</td>
<td>6923</td>
<td>20274</td>
<td>34.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>UniProt human entries with uncertain terms such as potential/probable/similarity</td>
<td>7486</td>
<td>20274</td>
<td>36.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Distribution of 494762 protein entries from UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot database (version 57.9) according to their SCL annotation and GO database reference.

*The original number of UniProt protein entries was 510076. Of these, 15314 were annotated as “fragment” or contained less than 50 amino acids residues, hence, were removed from further consideration, i.e. 494762. Similarly, we considered only 20274 human protein entries out of 20334 sequences.*
metabolic datasets archived in various databases, we compared SCL annotations assigned by LOCATE with that of the Gene Ontology (GO) assignment for major subcellular compartments: cytoplasm (GO:0005737), cytoplasmic vesicle (GO:0016023), extracellular (GO:0005576), endoplasmic reticulum (GO:0005783), endosomes (GO:0005767), Golgi apparatus (GO:0005794), lysosomes (GO:0005764), mitochondria (GO:0005739), nucleus (GO:0005634), plasma membrane (GO:0005886) and tight junction (GO:0005923). Our results provide an estimate of the reliability of SCL predictive ability of human proteins in the absence of sequence and structural features using the high-throughput protein interaction and metabolic dataset.

Results

As there is no specific database which combines protein interaction, metabolic and SCL information, we integrated data from independent individual databases containing pertinent information. The SCL data from LOCATE [13], PPI data from five interaction databases and metabolic data from two databases (Figure 1; details in materials and methods section) were integrated. LOCATE contains literature-curated SCL information for about 6900 human proteins (Figure 2) in various subcellular compartments. The distribution of proteins is not homogeneous across the various subcellular compartments, with proteins from some compartments such as the nucleus and the plasma membrane being over-represented. Therefore, we have carefully normalized the dataset, while measuring the statistical properties of our networks, to remove any bias toward specific SCL compartments.

Overall, 1,718 and 1036 proteins, respectively from the LOCATE dataset contain PPI and metabolic interactions. These reduced datasets were used for further analysis by considering the consistency of proteins across different databases and removal of the duplicate and redundant entries. For comparing the SCL assignment, we carefully merged low-level SCL annotation with that of the high-level SCL annotation mentioned in the GO hierarchy (see Additional file 1 for the merged GO-IDs). We used the same hierarchical level of SCL annotation for comparing LOCATE and GO annotations. Also, we will refer to the metabolite-linked protein interaction network as the metabolic network or MLPI, and the gene ontology annotation as GOA.

Categorical analysis of protein pairs

In order to test, how protein pairs are localized within the same subcellular compartments, Pearson’s $\chi^2$ (chi-square) test was performed. This statistical test shows that $\chi^2 = 1270.19$, $P$-value $< 2.2 \times 10^{-16}$ for physically interacting protein pairs and $\chi^2 = 110.02$, $P$-value $< 2.2 \times 10^{-16}$ for metabolite-linked protein pairs (Tables 2 and 3). Thus, the incorporation of PPI and metabolic data dramatically improve the significance of SCL prediction, while the confidence level in SCL predictions with PPI information is much higher than that with metabolic information. The contingency table for metabolic interaction revealed that the observed frequency of metabolite-linked protein pairs with the
same SCL is 20.94% more compared to the expected value, whereas the same observation seem to be twice as much (93.35%) for physically interacting protein pairs. The number of interacting protein pairs having the same or different SCL is observed to be nearly the same as in the PPI network. However, the metabolic network has fewer metabolite-linked protein pairs with the same SCL compared to that with different SCL. From Tables 2 and 3, we have extracted 4136 physically interacting protein pairs from 1156 proteins and 4551 metabolically linked pairs from 509 proteins for network analysis.

### Interaction between various subcellular compartments

We measured the statistical significance of SCL correlation profile based on the Paired-Localisation Conditional Probability (PLCP; see Methods section for details), for both the LOCATE (manually curated from the literature) data as well as the GOA assigned SCL (excluding electronic annotation, which is automatically-assigned evidence code). Figure 3 shows significant correlation along the diagonals suggesting that the interacting protein pairs tend to co-localize in the same compartment. Comparing the LOCATE-assigned SCL (Figure 3A), we observe a strong correlation for physically interacting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical interaction present</th>
<th>Pairs with same SCL</th>
<th>Pairs with different SCL</th>
<th>Row total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical interaction present</td>
<td>2081 (1076.26)</td>
<td>2055 (3039.74)</td>
<td>4136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical interaction absent</td>
<td>381716 (382720.74)</td>
<td>1089051 (1088046.26)</td>
<td>1470767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column total</td>
<td>383797 (392661.66)</td>
<td>1091106 (1092088.66)</td>
<td>1474903</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2 Chi-square test for physically interacting protein pairs.**

The 2 × 2 contingency table, showing the distribution of direct physical interaction of protein-pairs, as the observed number of pairs and the expected values (assuming independence) shown in parenthesis.
protein pairs to occupy the same compartment in the cytoplasm (CP), cytoplasmic vesicles (CV), extracellular (EC), endosomes (ES), Golgi apparatus (GA), lysosome (LS), mitochondrion (MC), nucleus (N) and plasma membrane (PM). The same comparison on the GOA SCL (Figure 3C) shows conservation for EC, ES, GA, MC, N, PM and TJ. We also observe significantly strong correlation of nuclear proteins (Figures 3A and 3C) to interact with proteins found in cytoplasm, ER and Golgi for the LOCATE dataset and the cytoplasm, ER and mitochondrion for the GOA dataset. Similarly, plasma membrane proteins show significant interaction with the proteins in the several other subcellular compartments (Figures 3A and 3C).

The MLPI profile shows strong correlation of interacting protein pairs to have same SCL for GA, LS and MC.

### Table 3 Chi-square test for the metabolite-linked protein pairs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pairs with same SCL</th>
<th>Pairs with different SCL</th>
<th>Row total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metabolite-linked Pairs</td>
<td>1465 (1158.12)</td>
<td>3086 (3392.88)</td>
<td>4551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-metabolite-linked Pairs</td>
<td>132345 (132651.88)</td>
<td>388929 (388622.12)</td>
<td>521274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column total</td>
<td>133810</td>
<td>392015</td>
<td>525825</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chi-square ($\chi^2$) Value: 110.02  
$P$-Value: < 2.2 × 10−16

A 2 × 2 contingency table, showing the distribution of metabolite-linked protein pairs, as the observed number of pairs and the expected values (assuming independence) in parenthesis.

![Figure 3](image-url)  
**Figure 3** Protein paired localisation correlation profile. Paired Localisation Correlation Profile (PLCP) for LOCATE and GOA SCLs for major subcellular compartments for the physically interacting or metabolite-linked protein pairs. The subcellular compartments are CP (cytoplasm), CV (cytoplasmic vesicle), EC (extracellular), ER (endoplasmic reticulum), ES (endosome), GA (Golgi apparatus), LS (lysosome), MC (mitochondrion), N (nucleus), PM (plasma membrane), and TJ (tight junction). A and B are LOCATE SCL correlation profiles, whereas C and D are GOA correlation profiles.
LOCATE data suggests significant correlation of metabolite-linked interaction of PM proteins with those in other compartments. Overall, the GOA dataset shows significant interaction across compartments in comparison to that of the LOCATE dataset (Figures 3B and 3D).

We further tested the hypothesis of whether the network of interacting protein pairs is different from a random network, by calculating the Z-score between the given compartments (described in the Methods section). The random network was simulated by rewiring the network such that the degree associated with each node in the real network remains the same [14]. The $P$-value can then be obtained by comparing the Z-score to a standard normal distribution. Comparing with a "properly" randomized network ensemble (1000 in our case) allows us to concentrate on those statistically significant localisation patterns of these complex interaction networks that are likely to reflect the conserved interaction pairs across different subcellular compartments. The statistical significance of correlation profiles were calculated for PPI and metabolic networks for each paired compartments. The Z-score profile scales differently for the physically interacting and metabolite-linked protein pairs (Figure 4). The PPI network Z-score (Figures 4A, C) suggest that compared to random networks, the number of interacting protein pairs co-locating in the same compartment is significant for EC ($P$-value < 9.8 e-10), MC ($P$-value < 3.7 e-05), LS ($P$-value < 4.5 e-12), ES ($P$-value < 1.8 e-09) and CV ($P$-value < 1.9 e-35) for the LOCATE dataset (Figure 4A and Additional file 2). We also observed a significant correlation for CV proteins to interact with EC proteins ($P$-value < 5.4 e-06) but not otherwise i.e. EC proteins do not interact with CV proteins at a significant $P$-value < 0.01. Similarly, TJ proteins are more likely to interact with that of the PM proteins ($P$-value < 4.3e-05), whereas the likelihood of PM proteins to interact with TJ proteins is
less significant ($P$-value $\approx 0.01$). GOA SCL assignment (Figures 4C) suggests that statistically significant protein pair interactions occur within TJ ($P$-value $\approx 0$) and EC ($P$-value $< 1.36e-07$). Proteins pairs within the ES compartment seems to have a weak interaction ($P$-value $\approx 0.0007$). Similar weak interactions have been noticed between the proteins in the ER compartment with those of the GA ($P$-value $\approx 0.007$) (Additional File 2).

The metabolic Z-score correlation profile suggests a strong correlation of metabolite-linked protein pairs to have the same SCL within MC ($P$-value $< 6.0e-07$) and LS ($P$-value $< 4.7e-05$) in the LOCATE dataset (Figure 4B), while the GOA SCL (Figure 4D) assignment suggests the same for GA ($P$-value $< 1.0e-15$) and MC ($P$-value $< 1.3e-10$). A statistically significant proportion of EC proteins interacts with MC proteins ($P$-value $< 1.0e-05$) for the LOCATE SCL (Figure 4B). In the GOA dataset, LS proteins interact with EC proteins ($P$-value $< 1.1e-26$; Figures 4D). The detailed description of paired-compartment Z-scores and calculated $P$-values are available from Additional File 2.

**Analysis of PPI and Metabolic Networks**

To track the variation in structural topology between PPI and metabolic networks, we analyzed their topological properties of both the networks for human proteins in integrated dataset (Figure 1). The interaction network used in this study consists of 4136 direct physical interactions between 1156 human proteins (Table 2), whereas the metabolic network consists of 4551 interactions between 509 proteins (Table 3). This suggests that the metabolic network is denser with more edges between the protein nodes. Both the protein interaction network and the MLPI network belong to the class of scale-free networks, suggesting that both networks evolved by adding new nodes to existing highly connected nodes. In these networks, the number of nodes with a given number of neighbours (connectivity, $K$), scales as $P(K) \propto 1/K^\gamma$. The plot of the connectivity can be fitted by a power law, where $\gamma = 1.52$ and $\gamma = 1.34$, respectively for the physically interacting and metabolite-linked protein pairs (Figure 5A and 5B).

The connectivity probability of nodes and its nearest neighbours are the same compared to the connectivity of any of the nodes chosen randomly, in a random network. On the other hand, a real network comprises an ordered lattice which is extended as the network grows, i.e. some order is achieved depending on how the co-ordinates of each new node are added, with respect to that node’s neighbours (clusters) and independent of the total number of nodes present in the network [15]. Therefore, we have calculated the average clustering coefficient ($<C_k>$) associated with the given degree in PPI and metabolic networks, to study the global network topology. The PPI network shows random but gradual decrease of larger values of $<C_k>$ associated with the high degree protein nodes. This simply means that the highly connected protein nodes are not connected, i.e. protein hubs are not connected, which is a specific signature for the non-modular nature of any real network (Figure 6A) [16]. The metabolic network, on the other
hand, shows linear variation of highly connected nodes for the lower range of $<C_k>$ associated with the higher degree nodes, implying the existence of hierarchical or modular structures (Figure 6B) [16,17].

Assortativity measures the collaboration of similar entities to achieve a single goal, whereas a disassortative nature suggests the association of different entities to achieve the same goal. Therefore, to observe the assortative or disassortative nature of human PPI and metabolic networks, we calculated the average degree of the neighbouring proteins as a function of the each nodes degree [18]. For the PPI network, Figure 7A shows an increase in the neighbouring node degrees associated with higher degree nodes. This topological behaviour is the characteristic signature of the assortative network, thus suggesting that PPI is an assortative
network. This observation is absent in the metabolic network (Figure 7B), where there is a decrease in the association with the high degree neighbours for the high degree nodes, i.e. nodes with the high degree \( k \) tend to be disconnected on an average, to others of lower degree. The power-law exponents (\( \gamma \)) for the degree assortativity are 1.2 and 1.1 in PPI and metabolic networks, respectively.

We have also calculated the betweenness centrality, to measure the load in our PPI and metabolic networks [19]. This measurement is commonly used in sociology to quantify the influence of a person in a society. In our case, it helps to quantify the information carrying capacity of a specific protein in the network. The PPI network shows a linear behaviour of the centrality measure associated with the connectivity of a node (\( k \)), whereas the metabolic network has a non-linear, random behaviour (Figure 8).

Figures 6 and 7 together indicate that the metabolic networks can be characterized with high degree nodes interconnecting highly connected subgraphs, but with no or few connections among nodes in different subgraphs. This implies that the metabolic pathways are inter-connected via substrates between different compartments. Table 4 provides data on other topological features of the networks.

**Network-based neighbours for example proteins**

From the normalized datasets that we have studied, of the many biologically relevant proteins, we have presented two specific examples. The first example is of a protein which specifically interacts with proteins co-located in the same SCL, while the second protein has interaction partners in different SCLs.

We examined the neighbouring proteins of human cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 3, CDKN3, in our PPI and MLPI networks (Figure 9). We note that this protein has been assigned the perinuclear region of the cytoplasm as SCL in UniProt, for a normal cell [20] (data available from Additional file 3). We found that CDKN3 is linked to double-stranded RNA-specific editase 1, RED1 and telomerase-binding protein, EST1A in our metabolic network, both interaction partners being located in the nucleus (Figure 9B). In the PPI network (Figure 9A), the same protein, CDKN3 is observed to interact with six proteins located in the nucleus: CDK2 (cell division protein kinase 2), MS4A3 (protein modulator of G1-phase to S-phase cell cycle transition), CDK3 (cell division protein kinase 3), MPIP1 (phosphatase protein inducer of mitotic

Table 4 Topological characteristics of PPI and metabolic networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Protein Interaction network</th>
<th>Metabolic network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes</td>
<td>1156</td>
<td>509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of edges</td>
<td>4136</td>
<td>4551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustering coefficient</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average clustering coefficient</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average path length</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>4.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8 Correlation between connectivity of nodes and betweenness centrality. Plots showing the correlation of the betweenness centrality associated with the connectivity (\( k \)) of nodes for A. PPI network and B. Metabolic network.
progression), CEBPA (DNA-binding protein) and CDK1 (cell division protein kinase 1, required for the progression of S-phase and mitosis). As early as 1993, Gyuris et al. [21] have reported that CDKN3 is expressed at the G1-phase to S-phase transition during the cell division process and is known to form a stable complex with CDK2. Our network analysis clearly supports CDKN3 being located in the periplasmic space and interacting with neighbouring proteins in the nucleus due to the porous nature of the nuclear membrane (Figure 9A and 9B) and is consistent with our PLCP analysis results on the interaction, which show that the nuclear proteins seem to interact with proteins of the cytoplasm (Figure 3).

Subsequently, we examined the neighbouring proteins of human poly [ADP-ribose] polymerase 2 (PARP2) (Figure 9C and 9D). In the MLPI (Figure 9D), one of the interacting partners of PARP2 is TGF-beta receptor type-1 (TGFR1), which is a signalling molecule located in the plasma membrane. The other interacting neighbour is PARP1 (poly [ADP-ribose] polymerase 1) located inside the nucleus, which interaction alone is preserved in the PPI network (Figure 9C). Considering the integrated network approach of combining different networks, we can thus infer not only the SCL of the interacting proteins but also the biochemical signal via the plasma membrane, to identify the exact biological function of this polymerase, which is in accord with the earlier findings of Sharan and Ideker [22].

We have analyzed the SCL annotation of the 15 proteins in the above interacting pairs to determine the correlation of SCL assignment between LOCATE and UniProt databases (available in Additional file 3). We note that UniProt has no annotation for four proteins (27%), while two (13%) of the proteins have SCL assignments different from those in LOCATE. The remaining nine proteins have the same SCL assignments in both databases. These results support the use of experimentally determined SCL annotations from LOCATE for this analysis, over UniProt SCL assignments.

Discussion
Based on the topological comparison of networks, we were able to gain more insights into the structural differences in the PPI and metabolic networks of human proteins. Having shown that PPI and metabolic networks are scale-free, we further showed that the metabolic network is not assortative and modular (Figure 10).

The PPI network can be viewed as a network model where proteins collaborate on the number of cellular
processes a single protein can handle at any time. This network model is evident from network behaviour with a power-law distribution \( P(k) \sim k^{-\gamma} \) where \( \gamma = 1.5 \) [23]. A similar observation is noted in the PPI network for passive interaction across subcellular compartments with \( \gamma = 1.52 \), due to the high false-positive rate. PPI data is known to have a high false-positive rate, i.e. the reliability of the possible observed interaction is questionable as with the high coverage rate. If a given protein interacts with a large number of other proteins, it is most likely a sticky protein and the observed interactions associated with this protein do not have a real functional association. Therefore, the passive interaction defines the unreliability of the observed interaction, which could happen by chance. The linear behaviour of betweenness centrality against the connectivity of node \((k)\) in PPI network further suggests the presence of non-localized behaviour of interactions across compartments, compared to localized metabolite linkages among proteins inside the same subcellular compartments. This observation is also evident from the \( \chi^2 \) statistics where the number of interacting protein pairs having the same localization is nearly the same as in different subcellular compartments (Table 2). We compared LOCATE assigned SCL with that of the GOA for the protein pairs across the different subcellular compartments, considering the multiple localisation for proteins. This comparison suggests significant differences among the annotation process (Figure 3A and 3C). The correlation profile (PLCP) suggests a strong correlation of interacting protein pairs within the same subcellular compartments. There is statistically significant cross-interaction among proteins in the nucleus with those of other cellular compartments. This is attributed to the fact that the nucleus has a porous cell membrane, which facilitates free diffusion and interaction between proteins across compartments. Subcellular compartments such as the Golgi apparatus, the endoplasmic reticulum and the lysosome indicate weak but significant correlation, which is in accord with the fact that the Golgi apparatus and the endoplasmic reticulum are inter-linked subcellular compartments for the translocation of proteins to various other compartments after the translation of mRNA to protein on the ribosome. The Z-score correlation profile for the PPI network shows that while interactions are conserved within compartments (along the diagonal, Figure 4A and 4C) with respect to the random network, there is also significant interaction of protein pairs across other subcellular compartments.

The metabolic network has an evolutionary constraint where only a few proteins are linked through common
metabolites to maintain high substrate specificity in the higher eukaryotes [24]. Hence proteins are distributed in various subcellular compartments unlike prokaryotic proteins which contain co-evolving protein domains to carry out multiple tasks. Moreover, eukaryotic metabolic pathways are optimized via cross connections across subcellular compartments. This is revealed in the $\chi^2$ statistics where few protein pairs have the same subcellular compartments compared with pairs from different compartments. PLCP suggest that protein pairs are not conserved for the compartments such as cytoplasm, cytoplasmic vesicles, endoplasmic reticulum and endosome (Figure 3B and 3D). This is due to the fact that the numbers of metabolite-linked protein-pairs are less and secondly, there are lots of dynamics happens among these compartments, as number of cellular pathway are distributed across compartments, hence it makes difficult to capture from our static picture of PLCP calculation. Even though the dynamics of some compartments are difficult to capture through the statistical measures, it is very useful to see how cellular processes are tightly controlled inside the subcellular systems such as mitochondrion and lysosome. The Z-score correlation profile of LOCATE and GOA SCL suggests that the metabolite-linked protein pairs seems to be more conserved across diagonals compare to that of randomized network and hence metabolite-linked interactions are tightly regulated within the same compartments (Figure 4B and 4D).

Conclusions
The network analysis showed that there is significant difference between the topological properties measured in the human PPI and metabolic networks. Network comparison indicates the usefulness of metabolite-linked protein interaction (metabolic network) that can be used for the prediction of protein’s SCL in the compartments such as mitochondrion and lysosome. Our results lead to the observation that proteins in PPI network interact passively, whereas metabolic network evolve under evolutionary constrain to maintain substrate specificity. The series of analysis presented in this study suggests the applicability of metabolic (metabolite-linked protein interaction) network to explain the empirical data. The integrated network approach of using PPI and MLPI data developed here will provide a robust basis for predicting SCL for higher eukaryotes, along with the comparative network studies across species.

Methods
Data integration and construction of database
In the absence of a specialized database combining protein interaction, metabolic and SCL information, we have integrated data from independent individual databases. The LOCATE database contains SCL information from human and mouse proteins collected from both literature and direct experiment [13]. SCL data on human proteins from LOCATE database were integrated with the interaction data deposited in the PPI databases: HPRD [25], DIP [26], MINT [27], BioGRID [28] and IntAct [29]. Similarly, metabolic data (MD) were collected from the databases, KEGG [30] and HumanCyc [31] and integrated with the SCL data of the human proteins with the LOCATE database. This integrated dataset is recorded in XML format (Figure 1 and Additional file 4). LOCATE data contains 64,637 human proteins with known or predicted SCL information. Our integrated database contains 6,900 proteins with known SCL information curated from the literature (Figure 2). We used UniProt-ids and RefSeq-ids for consistent mapping across the three different datasets (i.e. SCL, PPI and MD).

Identification and removal of inconsistency and redundancy
The LOCATE protein database [13] contains references to sequence databases such as UniProtKB [2] and RefSeq [32]. Protein entries with secondary accession were mapped to their primary identifiers mentioned in the protein sequence databases. RefSeq identifiers where used to extract UniProt identifiers where LOCATE entries contain RefSeq identifier but not the UniProt accession number. This allows consistent one-to-one mapping of protein entries across various databases. Duplicate entries of known protein interactions mentioned in PPI databases were carefully removed while analyzing interaction information in each LOCATE entry.

The metabolic linkage between proteins was established by considering only those compounds which occur in less than 50 reactions per compound in a given metabolic database. This ensures the removal of ubiquitous compounds such as ATP, NADH, H$_2$O, H$^+$ etc. (see Additional files 5 and 6 for the lists of ubiquitous compounds). Ambiguous metabolites where removed, for example, HumanCyc reaction: GLUTATHION $\leftrightarrow$ RX $<=$ > [5-Substituted-Glutathione] $+$ HX, where RX and HX are ambiguous metabolites. Only those metabolites which contain unique compound-ids, were further considered for linking proteins, while those with generalized descriptions were omitted. E.g. General-Protein-Substrates and General-Phos-Protein-Substrates were not considered as linking metabolites shown in a reaction: [General-Protein-Substrates] $+$ ATP $<=$ > [General-Phos-Protein-Substrates].

For the current study 1,718 and 1036 LOCATE proteins out of 6900 (literature curated), were linked via direct physical and metabolite-linked protein
interactions, respectively. In the topological studies of PPI and metabolic networks, we considered 1156 and 509 proteins with 4136 and 4551 interactions respectively.

Construction of networks
All LOCATE protein entries were linked via interactions (either physical or through a common metabolite) and the data were recorded in xml format (available from Additional file 4). This dataset was used to build the undirected networks using the R igraph package [33]. We used degree and transitivity functions for calculating the degree distribution and clustering coefficient in our networks. Random networks were generated by using the rewire function of the R igraph package.

SCL analysis of the protein pairs
Correlation profiles were created using Paired-Localisation Conditional Probability (PLCP) for both PPI and metabolic networks [9]. This measure shows how the interacting protein pairs are distributed across various subcellular compartments. For a given protein in the compartment $C_i$, having an interacting partner in compartment $C_j$, PLCP is defined as

$$P(C_i | C_j) = \frac{C_{ij}}{\sum_k C_{jk}}$$

where $C_{ij}$ is the normalized number of interactions between protein pairs spanning compartments $C_i$ and $C_j$. $C_{ij}$ is defined as:

$$C_{ij} = \frac{\sum_{x \in C_i, y \in C_j} \lambda(x, y) N(x)N(y)}{N(C_i)N(C_j)}$$

where, $\lambda(x, y)$ is 1 if there is an interaction between proteins $x$ and $y$, otherwise, 0. $N(C_i)$ is the number of proteins in compartment $C_i$ and $N(x)$ is the number of localisations known for protein $x$.

The Z-score correlation profiles were analyzed between interacting protein pairs from the real and random networks as given by:

$$Z(C_i, C_j) = \frac{N(C_i, C_j)_{\text{real}} - N(C_i, C_j)_{\text{random}}}{\sigma(C_i, C_j)_{\text{random}}}$$

where, $N(C_i, C_j)_{\text{real}}$ and $N(C_i, C_j)_{\text{random}}$ represent numbers of physically interacting or metabolite-linked protein pairs in real and random networks respectively. $\sigma(C_i, C_j)_{\text{random}}$ represents the standard deviation in the ensemble of a 1000 random networks.

Statistical validation of networks
We analyzed the topological property of PPI and metabolic network calculating the most significant network features, namely clustering coefficient, betweenness centrality, average path length, degree distribution and correlation profile calculation. For a graph $G$ with $u$ and $v$ as two vertices, the path from $u$ to $v$ will pass sequentially through vertices $v_1, v_2...v_k$, with $u = v_1$ and $v = v_k$, such that for $i = 1,2,...,k-1$: (i) $v_i \neq v_j$ for $i \neq j$. The path length is then said to be $(k-1)$. The simple geodesic distance, $d(u, v)$ from $u$ to $v$ is the length of the shortest path from $u$ to $v$ in the graph $G$. The average path length, $\langle l \rangle$, of such a graph is defined as the average of values taken over all the possible pairs of nodes connected by at least one path:

$$\langle l \rangle = \frac{2}{N(N-1)} \sum_{u,v=1}^{N} l_{uv}$$

where, $N$ is the number of nodes and $l_{uv}$ is the distance between two nodes, $u$ and $v$. The diameter of the network is defined as the maximum distance between two nodes of a graph $G$, i.e. $D = \max_{u,v \in N} [d_{uv}]$, where $N$ is the total number of nodes in the graph or network.

The clustering coefficient is another characteristic of a network which is unrelated to the degree distribution. It is a quantitative measure to the proximity of the neighbourhood of each node to form a complete subgraph (clique) and thus defines a measure of the local behaviour of the small world network [34]. The clustering coefficient is defined as:

$$C_i = \frac{2K}{k_i(k_i-1)}$$

where, $K$ denotes the sum of the neighbouring pairs among the $k_i$ nodes connected to the node $i$. Similarly, one can define an average clustering coefficient as,

$$\langle C \rangle = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{i=1}^{K} C_i$$

Centrality is one of the key structural aspects of the nodes in a network and is a measure of the relative influence of each node on the network. We calculated betweenness centrality, which is the fraction of shortest paths between all the pairs of nodes that passes through a given node [19].
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**Additional file 1 – Merged list of subcellular compartments for the LOCATE and GOA SCL (*.xls).**
This contains the list of compartment at the lower-level of GO hierarchy which were merged with that of the higher level of GO cellular compartments for the analysis of major subcellular compartments
(http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471-2105-11-s7-s9-s1.xls)

**Additional file 2– List of Z-score values for the paired SCL (*.xls)**
This contains the Z-score values and their calculated P-values for the paired compartments in the PPI and metabolic dataset, as described in Figure 3.
(http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471-2105-11-s7-s9-s2.xls)

**Additional file 3 – SCL assignment of example proteins in Figure 9 (*.doc)**
The LOCATE SCL information compared to SCL annotations from the UniProt database.
(http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471-2105-11-s7-s9-s3.doc)

**Additional file 4 – Integrated data (*.xml)**
This contains the LOCATE proteins with SCL information integrated with that of the PPI and metabolic dataset, as described in Figure 1.
(http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471-2105-11-s7-s9-s4.xml)

**Additional file 5– List of KEGG compounds per reaction (*.xls)**
A list of compounds from the KEGG database [92] with the number of known reaction.
(http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471-2105-11-s7-s9-s5.xls)

**Additional file 6 – List of HumanCyc compounds per reaction (*.xls)**
A list of compounds from the HumanCyc database [66] with the number of known reactions.
(http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471-2105-11-s7-s9-s6.xls)
3.2 Conclusions

Statistical analysis using PPI and metabolic networks suggest that the tendency of interaction protein pairs to have same SCL is twice for the physically interacting protein pairs. However, the tendency of functional linkage of proteins in metabolic network has only 20% more than expected. Protein co-localisation correlation profile suggests that proteins annotated with experimentally determine SCL deposited in the LOCATE database show much better localisation of interacting protein pairs within same SCL compare to GO annotation. Moreover, this measure also suggests a significant cross-talk between SCL compartments such as plasma membrane and nucleus among physically interacting proteins. However, metabolite-linked protein interaction or functional linkage has significant cross-talk among various SCL compartments both of LOCATE and GO annotated proteins. Z-distribution or standard normal distribution suggests that functional linkage of proteins in metabolic network has statistically significant tendency to be in compartments such as mitochondrion, lysosome and Golgi apparatus. Moreover, the significant cross-interaction between nucleus and other compartments is due to a porous cell membrane, which facilitates free diffusion [93]. Thus, it highlights the importance of metabolic network in addition to PPI network in the prediction of SCL.
Chapter 4: Dissecting the organisation of human and yeast interactomes: network relationships from biological processes and molecular functions

4.1 Summary

Protein-protein interaction network data has enabled researchers to understand how proteins with given molecular functions or biological processes organize to enact the complex behaviour of cellular diversity [94, 95]. Conversely, interaction networks have allowed the molecular functions of uncharacterized proteins to be inferred from their relationships with other proteins [96]. Experimental work studying the co-expression of hubs has suggested that they fall into two main categories called “date” and “party” hubs [97]. Date hubs are those that tend not to be co-expressed with their interacting partners and are thought to act as communicators between different functional modules. Party hubs are those that do tend to be co-expressed with interacting partners and are thought to act as part of a single functional module. Further work has challenged this interpretation [98] and resolving this issue will be important, not only for understanding functional organisation in the cell, but also for more effectively using network information to determine function of individual proteins. This study does not aim to add to this debate directly, but rather determine how proteins of differing degree influence functional/process relationships within the network generally. Instead of classifying protein degree in a binary fashion (hubs and non-hubs), we consider the behaviour of proteins over a large number of degree categories.
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Abstract

Background
The tendency of proximal proteins in interaction networks to have the same molecular function and biological process is often exploited to predict cellular functions. Highly connected interaction hubs have been shown to be important in the functional organisation of the cell. However, a detailed study of the influence of protein degree on determining biological processes and molecular functional similarity in proximal proteins has not been performed to date.

Results
Our analysis examines the tendency of proximal proteins in high-confidence *H. sapiens* and *S. cerevisiae* protein-protein interaction networks. We demonstrate that the tendency of proximal network proteins to have the same functions and processes depends strongly on their degrees and the degrees of the proteins separating them. Removal of the highest interacting proteins, i.e. hubs, decreases the tendency of interacting proximal proteins to have the same gene ontology terms for molecular function and biological process in higher proportion. This is consistent with the view that many hubs interact with different functional modules. Furthermore, we showed that the types of paths connecting proteins with the same function and process differ with the level of GOA (gene ontology annotation) hierarchy being examined in this study at the different level of abstraction.

Conclusions
Proximal proteins are more likely to have same molecular functions and biological processes for the network distances 1, 2 and 3 at GOA level 2 and 3, respectively. The molecular functions and biological processes of uncharacterised proteins can thus be inferred from their relationships with other proteins in the interaction network, upto GOA levels 2 and 3, respectively. Moreover, the tendency of interacting protein pairs in a network to have the same functions and processes decreases with increasing network
distance via the shortest connecting path passing through hubs. Our network analysis results extend and complement the existing knowledge of the interactome.

**Background**

Protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks provide a wealth of new insights into the organisation of proteins in biomolecular systems. PPI network data has enabled researchers to understand how proteins with a given molecular function or biological process, are organised into teams, leading to the complex behaviour of cellular diversity. Conversely, interaction networks have allowed the molecular functions of uncharacterised proteins to be inferred from their relationships with other proteins. For example, 76% [1] and 52% [2] of interacting protein pairs in yeast and human, respectively, have been reported to show the same subcellular localisation. A network-based method has consequently been developed to predict protein function independently of sequence [3].

Subsequent studies of functional organisation in networks have focused on complex network features involving many interactions acting in concert. In particular, network clustering often occurs when proteins form part of a functional module or protein complex [4]. Thus, proteins of unknown function in a highly clustered region of the network are likely to have the same molecular function as other proteins in the cluster. Many protein function prediction techniques explicitly search for significant local clustering to infer functional relationships between highly interconnected proteins. Similarly, studies of signalling/pathway networks suggest that proteins work in collaboration to achieve common biological processes [5, 6].

There has been much interest in the scale-free nature of interaction networks and how this affects functional organisation [7]. Highly-connected proteins in the network (known as hubs) are relatively rare and have been suggested to play special functional roles. Experimental work studying the co-expression of hubs has suggested that they fall into two main categories called “date” and “party” hubs [8]. Date hubs are those that tend not to be
co-expressed with their interacting partners and are thought to act as communicators between different functional modules. Party hubs are those that do tend to be co-expressed with interacting partners and are thought to act as part of a single functional module. Further work has challenged this interpretation [9]. Resolving this issue will be important, not only for understanding functional organisation inside the cell, but also for more effectively using network information to determine the function of individual proteins. This study does not aim to add to this debate directly, but rather to determine how proteins of differing degree (i.e. proteins node connectivity with their neighbouring proteins) influence functional/process relationships within the network in general. Instead of classifying proteins based on their network degree in a binary fashion (hubs and non-hubs), we consider the behaviour of proteins over a larger number of degree categories.

In addition, a protein’s functional role can be described at various levels of abstraction. For example, a protein might be known to be a type of kinase or, in more detail, known to be a tyrosine kinase. The successful inference of an unknown protein’s functional role from its network context may depend on the level of gene ontology (GO) detail at which the function of its neighbours is known. Moreover, a recent study suggests that the central interactome acts as a platform characterized by biological process, to exchange information through protein interactions [10]. Functional annotation of a gene or protein from GO basically characterizes three parts: cellular component, biological process and molecular function. The three-fold characterization of GO terms has different stages or levels of definition (see Figure 1 for an example). We have previously focussed on the network analysis of human protein location [11], comparing the subcellular localization definitions from gene ontology annotation (GOA) with experimentally determined locations. This study has now been extended to explore the ability of network relationships to infer the extent of conservation of molecular function and biological process at different levels of GOA.
In this study, we analysed the influence of protein degree on GOA biological process and molecular functional relationships in the *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* and *Homo sapiens* protein interaction networks or interactomes. We examined the dependence of functional and process similarity of protein pairs on the connectivity properties of the shortest path linking them. We also investigated how the functional inference from protein interactions depends on the GOA level of detail at which function or process is being studied. Here, we have shown the tendency of interacting protein pairs to have same molecular function and biological processes over network distances of 1, 2 and 3 is more likely compared to random chance at GOA level 2 and 3, respectively. Removal of hubs from the network over this range of protein degree suggests a decrease in the tendency of interacting protein pairs to have the same molecular function for the network distances 1, 2 and 3 at different GOA levels. This observation holds for biological processes as well, although the decrease is less prominent. Moreover, interacting protein pairs through the shortest path via hubs suggests a decrease in the percentage of common neighbours having the same GOA molecular function and biological process, at network distances 2 and 3, compared to hubless interaction, reconfirming that highly connected nodes or hubs play the crucial role of linking different function or process modules inside the cell.

**Methods**

**Construction of the Protein Interaction Networks**
Protein interactions were downloaded from BIND, BioGrid, DIP, HPRD, MINT, IntAct and MIPS databases [12-18]. HPRD and MIPS datasets were considered exclusively for human and yeast, respectively. High-confidence (HC) human protein interactions were created by merging interactions from the above mentioned databases and by removing self-interacting, redundant and false-positive binary interactions.

We considered interaction among protein pairs to be true as follows:

1. if interaction is known to be present in more than one database;
2. PSI-MI (Proteomics Standards Initiative - Molecular Interactions) [19] identifiers were considered to verify true interactions, shortlisting interactions that have been confirmed by more than one biochemical, biophysical, imaging techniques and/or protein complementation assays.

3. Interacting domain pairs were considered from iPFAM [20] and 3DID [21] databases, as interaction among proteins are mediated through independent folding modular domains [22].

4. PMIDs (PubMed identifiers) were used to verify true interactions protein pairs as interaction is validated by more than one independent study.

Similarly, a yeast-HC interaction dataset was created by merging interactions from BIND, BioGrid, DIP, MINT, IntAct and MIPS databases. UniprotKB/Swiss-Prot identifiers were used for consistent mapping of proteins across different databases [23].

**Protein Biological Process and Molecular Function**

Each protein in the interaction network was mapped to its experimentally verified Gene Ontology (GO) biological process(es) and molecular function(s), taken from the GOA database [24]. All GO with the GOA codes: EXP: Inferred from Experiment, IDA: Inferred from Direct Assay, IPI: Inferred from Physical Interaction, IMP: Inferred from Mutant Phenotype, IGI: Inferred from Genetic Interaction, IEP: Inferred from Expression Pattern, TAS: Traceable Author Statement and IC: Inferred by Curator, were considered.

In this study, each protein assigned a given GO function/process from experiment, was also assigned each of its ancestral functions/processes by tracing via every possible path to the top of the hierarchy. The distance of each path defines the level of that GO function/process in the hierarchy. For this study, we labelled the associated GO function/process at a given level by considering one to six steps away from the top or root of the GO hierarchy. This is in accordance with the earlier study done by Duan et al. [25], suggesting maximal grouping of biological processes and molecular functions occurs at
level 6 and level 4, respectively in the gene ontology hierarchy based on sequence similarity search.

**Network paths**
The shortest path between each protein pair in the interaction network was calculated using the Floyd-Warshall algorithm [26]. Different characteristics of paths were considered based on the properties of proteins within that path, their relationships with one another and with the rest of the network. A detailed definition of path characteristics in a interaction network is available from Kumar et al. [27]. Firstly, the paths were characterised by their length at distances one, two and three. Secondly, we considered the average degree of proteins along each path, including the terminal proteins. Thirdly, we considered specific combinations of protein degree along the path. Fourthly, we considered the extent to which proteins along the path share interacting neighbours with adjacent path proteins.

The average number of interactions in a path is simply the total number of unique interactions in which the protein members of the path participate, over a number of protein nodes in the path. Statistics were collected for paths with average numbers of interactions in the following ranges: 1-5, 6-10, 11-20, 21-50, 51-100 and >100. For the sake of brevity, each range was labelled in this study by the number immediately below that range i.e. 0, 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100, respectively.

For the study of specific degree combinations of paths, similar protein degree ranges were considered to that above. However, due to the relatively large number of degree combinations and the relative scarcity of proteins with large numbers of interactions, we considered degree ranges 1-5, 6-10, 11-20, 21-50 and >50 for each protein in the path, the corresponding degree ranges were labelled by the numbers 0, 5, 10, 20 and 50 respectively. Paths were then labelled by the sequence of degree labels of proteins in each path,
accounting for path symmetry e.g. a path of length two with degree sequence 0-5-10 is identical to a path of sequence 10-5-0.

**Percentage of paths with a common function or process**
The extent to which path proteins shared interacting neighbours with adjacent path proteins were assessed by the percentage of common neighbours (PCN), defined as follow:

\[
PCN = 100 \times \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N-1} \sum_{j=1}^{D_i} \sum_{k=1}^{D_{i+1}} \delta(I_{ij}, I_{i+1}^k)}{\sum_{i=1}^{N-1} \min(D_i, D_{i+1})} \right)
\]

where \( N \) is the number of proteins in the path, \( D_i \) is the degree of the protein in the path \( I_{ij} \) is the \( j^{th} \) interactor of the \( i^{th} \) protein in the path. The value of \( \min(D_1, D_2) \) is the smallest value of \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \). The value of \( \delta(I_1, I_2) \) is 1 if \( I_1 \) is identical to \( I_2 \) and 0 otherwise.

In this study, paths were categorised according to their PCN values, and statistics collected for PCN ranges 0-20, 20-40, 40-60, 60-80 and 80-100. The probability of each average interaction/specific degree sequence path category having a PCN in each of these ranges was also calculated. Given that higher PCN categories were sparsely populated for some types of path, PCN range categories were added to the next lower category if their count was <25 in an iterative fashion, starting with the highest PCN category (80-100).

**Hubbed and Hubless networks**
To evaluate the influence of highly connected proteins (hubs) on functional and biological relationships in the *H. sapiens* and *S. cerevisiae* networks, the consequences of their removal from the network was studied. Several definitions of hubs were used. Table 1 gives the number of proteins present in the different ranges of node degrees. As there are relatively few proteins with >100 interactions, these were merged with proteins >50 interactions. Then, proteins with >10, >20 and >50 interactions were removed in turn and paths in the resulting hubless networks examined.
The participation of hubs in network paths is two-fold: hubs may be one of the path’s terminal proteins, whose relationships we are studying, or a mid-path protein, facilitating communication between the path’s terminal proteins. Therefore, the removal of hubs from an interaction network not only removes relationships between hubs and other proteins but may also remove short paths between non-hubs. To differentiate between these two separate influences of hubs, we considered paths in hubless networks, with no hubs as terminal or mid-path proteins and also paths from the entire network excluding those with hubs as terminal proteins (i.e. with no terminal protein hubs). We compared the distance profile of the overall network (“with hubs”) with the hubless networks (“without hubs”) and terminal-hubless paths (“without (via) hubs”), illustrated in Figure 2.

**Results**

Protein interactions and the associated biological process and molecular function data were collected for *S. cerevisiae* and *H. sapiens* networks. The shortest paths between all pairs of proteins in each interaction network were calculated and subsequently characterised according to the various criteria (as detailed in the Methods section). Paths were assessed for their tendency to connect proteins with the same GO function or process, measured by their percentage common neighbour (PCN), measured as the percentage of paths whose terminal proteins have at least one function/process in common.

**Path distance and level of GOA functional and process detail**

Proximal proteins in interaction networks have been shown to have the same function significantly more often than expected [28]. However, function can be defined in different ways and described in varying levels of detail. Proximal proteins may have some aspects of function in common but not others. For example, if two proteins were known to be different types of kinases, a simple description of function might have these proteins in the same category whereas a more detailed description would put these proteins into different categories.
Here, we examined the molecular functions and biological processes of proximal proteins in the *S. cerevisiae* and *H. sapiens* interaction networks at various levels of detail by exploiting the hierarchical structure of GO. A GO category may have one or more descendant functional or process terms describing more specific aspects of that term. Conversely, a GO characteristic may have ancestral terms with more general descriptions of that function or process. A protein associated with a given GO term must also be associated with its ancestral (more general) terms in the GO hierarchy but not necessarily with its descendant (more specific) terms.

Each protein in the interaction network with a given GO function or process term assigned from the experiment was also assigned its ancestral GO functions/processes (see Methods). Functions or processes were assigned at GO levels according to their distances from the root term of the GO hierarchy tree. Thus, function/process terms at GO level 1 were the simplest with least detailed descriptions, with function/process detail increasing with increasing GO level. In this study, we considered GO levels 1 through 6.

For each GO level, we studied the function/process similarity of proteins at distances up to 3 in the *S. cerevisiae* and *H. sapiens* interaction networks and randomised networks. This was done by calculating the percentage of common neighbours (PCN) with respect to molecular function and biological process for each path distance, where PCN is the percentage of paths whose terminal proteins have at least one function/process in common. Results for GO levels 1 to 6 are shown in Figure 3 and 4.

Proteins at distances 1 and 2 generally had functions/processes in common more often than expected, in line with other studies [28]. However, there is little difference between real and random networks for paths of distance 3. Paths of distance 1 and 2 were more likely to have functions or processes in common at higher GO levels relative to random networks. A very high percentage of paths had the same function for GO levels 1 and 2, whereas for biological process, this is true up to level 3, however, at this level, the percentage is also
very close to that in random networks. There was generally better discrimination between real and random networks for more detailed function and process descriptions, with random networks consistently showing higher $PCN$ values than real networks. However, there was a slightly higher tendency (relative to random) to have the same function at distance 3 for low GO levels than high.

**Removal of hubs from the network**

To evaluate the influence of highly-connected proteins (hubs) on functional or process relationships in the *S. cerevisiae* and *H. sapiens* networks, they were removed from the network. Several different definitions of hubs were used. Proteins with $>10$, $>20$, $>50$ and $>100$ interactions were each removed in turn and paths in the resulting hubless network were examined in a similar fashion to the previous section. The numbers of proteins with each range of degrees considered can be found in Table 1.

The participation of hubs in network paths is two-fold: hubs may be one of the path terminal proteins, whose functional or process relationships we are studying, or a mid-path protein, facilitating functional communication between the path’s terminal proteins. Therefore, the removal of hubs from an interaction network not only removes relationships between hubs and other proteins but may also remove short paths between non-hubs. To differentiate between these two separate influences of hubs, we considered paths in hubless networks (with no hubs as terminal or mid-path proteins) and also paths from the entire network excluding those with hubs as terminal proteins (with no hubs as terminal proteins).

We compared the distance profile of the overall network (with hubs) with the hubless networks (without hubs) and terminal-hubless paths (without (via) hubs). Distance profiles are shown for molecular function in Figure 5 for hubs defined as having $>10$, $>20$ and $>50$ interactions at GO level 3, whereas Figure 6 shows the same for biological process. There is little difference between profiles for hubs with $>100$ interactions (data not shown).
Distance profiles are also shown for hubs with >10 interactions at GO levels 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 in Additional file 1 and 2.

Clearly, at GO level 3, the distance profiles of the hubless and terminal-hubless paths were more distinct with a lower interaction threshold for hubs. When hubs were removed entirely, paths in hubless networks were more likely to have the same function or processes at end-points at distances one and two. When hubs were excluded as terminal path proteins but act as conduits for paths between non-hubs, the behaviour was the same at a distance of 1 by construction (there are no intervening hubs in direct interactions). However, at a distance of 2, the paths were less likely to connect proteins with the same function if hubs were retained as a means of communication between non-hubs. This is consistent with a model of hubs communicating between different function modules in the network. Similar trends were seen with other GO levels of 3 and greater (Supplementary figures), with greater tendencies of hubless networks to have similar functions at greater GO levels. At GO levels 1 and 2, there was even a slight tendency for terminal-hubless networks to have fewer paths connecting similar functions and processes than unaltered networks, even for direct interactions, thus confirming the importance of hubs in biological networks.

**Discussion**

Protein interaction networks offer useful insight into the functional/process organisation of the cell at the molecular systems level. Proteins at distances of less than three in the network are significantly more likely to have the same function/process than would be expected in random networks. However, the tendency of proximal proteins to have the same function/process depends heavily on the connectivity properties of the path joining them. Assignment of an unknown protein’s function and process is thus reliable up to GOA levels 2 and 3, respectively in a protein interaction network. Highly connected proteins (hubs) have been the focus of many studies of network organisation in recent times. Here, we have shown that hubs are less likely to have the same function/process as their near
neighbours. Removing hubs from networks also generally results in a higher likelihood of remaining paths connecting proteins of the same function/process. More generally, paths are increasingly less likely to connect proteins of the same function/process with increasing degree of path proteins. These results are consistent with the view that hubs tend to act as conduits between different functional units in the network. Complicating this view is the observation that removing hubs from networks does not greatly affect functional/process relationships for more basic function/process properties. Proteins connected via hubs are relatively more likely to retain the same function/process at low GO levels than is the case for high GO levels. While hubs may connect proteins whose functions/processes are different at high levels of detail, their more basic underlying function may still be the same.

It is perhaps too simplistic to discuss the functional organisation of networks in terms of two discrete species of protein: hub and non-hub. The behaviour of proteins in networks appears to change continuously over a range of degrees. High and low interacting proteins are generally less likely to have the same function/process than their proximal proteins. However, proteins of low degree have relatively high similarity with their neighbours for functions/processes at low GO levels. Proteins of middle-ranking degrees are more likely to have the same function as their neighbours. In all cases, functional/process relationships depend on the degrees of all path members. Proteins of similar degree are more likely to share functions, particularly mid-ranking degrees.

Functional relationships between paths of differing degree sequence can be partially understood in terms of their relative levels of local clustering. The functional similarity of interacting pairs with different degree combinations varies consistently with the level of clustering. However, clustering does not explain the behaviour of paths of length 2. The most similar path types of length 2 are also not always conjunctions of the most similar
interaction types. These observations all hint at an additional functional role for hubs in networks.

**Conclusions**
In this paper, we have presented a detailed statistical analysis of interacting protein pairs to determine conservation of GO molecular functions or biological processes at various network distances and GOA detailed annotations, described up to six levels of abstraction. We have shown the tendency of proximal proteins to have same function more likely than chance at GOA level 1 and 2. Whereas, this tendency hold true upto GOA level 3 for biological processes. Remove of hub decreases the tendency of proximal protein to have same function and process. However, a decrease in PCN values with increasing number of network paths connecting proximal protein through hubs clearly suggests that hubs connect different functional modules inside the cell. Our analysis can help other researchers to prioritise protein characterization based on GOA hierarchy and serve as background when analysing focused datasets.
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Figures

Figure 1 – Illustration of GOA abstraction levels
A schematic representation of GOA levels in a directed acyclic graph (DAG) is presented. Root nodes are defined as cellular component, biological process and molecular function. GOA level increases with the depth of GOA hierarchy moving from away from root node, shown here for biological process.

Figure 2 – Schematic representation of networks with hubs, without hubs and without-(via)-hubs.
Considering the white node as the hub under investigation, networks A. with the hub, B. without the hub and C. bypassing the hub (without-(via)-hub) are shown.

Figure 3 - Variation of molecular function with network distance and GO level
PCN values for molecular function at network distances 1-3 and GO levels 1-6 are shown, with H-real, H-rand, Y-real and Y-rand representing *H. sapiens* real, *H. sapiens* random, *S. cerevisiae* real and *S. cerevisiae* random interaction networks. Error bars represent standard error.

Figure 4 - Variation of biological process with network distance and GO levels
PCN values for biological processes at network distances 1-3 and GO levels 1-6 are shown, with H-real, H-rand, Y-real and Y-rand representing *H. sapiens* real, *H. sapiens* random, *S. cerevisiae* real and *S. cerevisiae* random interaction networks. Error bars represent standard error.

Figure 5 - Variation of molecular function in hubless networks at GOA level 3.
PCN values for molecular function for the removal of hubs, i.e. no hubs and without (via) hubs at network distances 1-3 and GO level 3 are shown for *H. sapiens* and *S. cerevisiae* interaction networks, when hubs with >10, >20 and >50 connections are removed (A, C and E: “without hubs”), or bypassed if they are terminal (B, D, F: “without (via) hubs”). Data for GO levels 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 are shown in Supplementary File 1: Figures S1-S5.

Figure 6 - Variation of biological process in hubless networks at GOA level 3
PCN values for biological process with the removal of hubs, i.e. no hubs and without (via) hubs at network distances 1-3 and GO level 3 are shown for *H. sapiens* and *S. cerevisiae* interaction networks, when hubs with >10 (A, B), >20 (C, D) and >50 (E, F) connections are removed from the interaction network (A, C and E: “without hubs”), or bypassed if they are terminal (B, D, F: “without (via) hubs”). Data for GO levels 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 are shown in Supplementary File 2: Figures S6-S10.
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Tables

Table 1 - Node distribution for yeast and human interactomes
Number of proteins in a given range of node degrees is presented.

Additional files

Additional file 1 – Variation of molecular function in hubless networks at GOA levels 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6.
PCN values for molecular function for the removal of hubs, i.e. no hubs and without (via) hubs at network distances 1-3 are shown for *H. sapiens* and *S. cerevisiae* interaction networks, when hubs with >10, >20 and >50 connections are removed (A, C and E: “without hubs”), or bypassed if they are terminal (B, D, F: “without (via) hubs”). Data for GO levels 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 are shown in Figures S1-S5, respectively.

Additional file 2 – Variation of biological process in hubless networks at GOA levels 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6.
PCN values for biological process with the removal of hubs, i.e. no hubs and without (via) hubs at network distances 1-3 are shown for *H. sapiens* and *S. cerevisiae* interaction networks, when hubs with >10 (A, B), >20 (C, D) and >50 (E, F) connections are removed from the interaction network (A, C and E: “without hubs”), or bypassed if they are terminal (B, D, F: “without (via) hubs”). Data for GO levels 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 are shown in Figures S6-S10, respectively.
Figure 1 – Illustration of GOA abstraction levels
A schematic representation of GOA levels in a directed acyclic graph (DAG) is presented. Root nodes are defined as cellular component, biological process and molecular function. GOA level increases with the depth of GOA hierarchy moving from away from root node, shown here for biological process.
Figure 2 – Schematic representation of networks with hubs, without hubs and without-(via)-hubs.

Considering the white node as the hub under investigation, networks A. with the hub, B. without the hub and C. bypassing the hub (without-(via)-hub) are shown.
Figure 3 - Variation of molecular function with network distance and GO level

PCN values for molecular function at network distances 1-3 and GO levels 1-6 are shown, with H-real, H-rand, Y-real and Y-rand representing *H. sapiens* real, *H. sapiens* random, *S. cerevisiae* real and *S. cerevisiae* random interaction networks. Error bars represent standard error.
Figure 4 - Variation of biological process with network distance and GO levels

PCN values for biological processes at network distances 1-3 and GO levels 1-6 are shown, with H-real, H-rand, Y-real and Y-rand representing *H. sapiens* real, *H. sapiens* random, *S. cerevisiae* real and *S. cerevisiae* random interaction networks. Error bars represent standard error.
Figure 5 - Variation of molecular function in hubless networks at GOA level 3.

PCN values for molecular function for the removal of hubs, i.e. no hubs and without (via) hubs at network distances 1-3 and GO level 3 are shown for *H. sapiens* and *S. cerevisiae* interaction networks, when hubs with >10, >20 and >50 connections are removed (A, C and E: “without hubs”), or bypassed if they are terminal (B, D, F: “without (via) hubs”). Data for GO levels 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 are shown in Supplementary File 1: Figures S1-S5.
Figure 6 - Variation of biological process in hubless networks at GOA level 3

PCN values for biological process with the removal of hubs, i.e. no hubs and without (via) hubs at network distances 1-3 and GO level 3 are shown for *H. sapiens* and *S. cerevisiae* interaction networks, when hubs with >10 (A, B), >20 (C, D) and >50 (E, F) connections are removed from the interaction network (A, C and E: “without hubs”), or bypassed if they are terminal (B, D, F: “without (via) hubs”). Data for GO levels 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 are shown in Supplementary File 2: Figures S6-S10.
Table 1 - Node distribution for yeast and human interactomes

Number of proteins in a given range of node degrees is presented.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Number of yeast proteins</th>
<th>Number of human Proteins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>5177</td>
<td>7390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>1403 (27%)</td>
<td>778 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;20</td>
<td>637 (12%)</td>
<td>257 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;50</td>
<td>110 (2%)</td>
<td>62 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>18 (0.003%)</td>
<td>19 (0.002%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure S1 - Variation of molecular function in hubless networks at GOA level 1

PCN values for molecular function for the removal of hubs, i.e. no hubs and without (via) hubs at network distances 1-3 and GO level 1 are shown for *H. sapiens* and *S. cerevisiae* interaction networks, when hubs with >10, >20 and >50 connections are removed (A, C and E: “without hubs”), or bypassed if they are terminal (B, D, F: “without (via) hubs”).
Figure S2 - Variation of molecular function in hubless networks at GOA level 2

PCN values for molecular function for the removal of hubs, i.e. no hubs and without (via) hubs at network distances 1-3 and GO level 2 are shown for *H. sapiens* and *S. cerevisiae* interaction networks, when hubs with >10, >20 and >50 connections are removed (A, C and E: “without hubs”), or bypassed if they are terminal (B, D, F: “without (via) hubs”).
Figure S3 - Variation of molecular function in hubless networks at GOA level 4

PCN values for molecular function for the removal of hubs, i.e. no hubs and without (via) hubs at network distances 1-3 and GO level 4 are shown for *H. sapiens* and *S. cerevisiae* interaction networks, when hubs with >10, >20 and >50 connections are removed (A, C and E: “without hubs”), or bypassed if they are terminal (B, D, F: “without (via) hubs”).
Figure S4 - Variation of molecular function in hubless networks at GOA level 5

PCN values for molecular function for the removal of hubs, i.e. no hubs and without (via) hubs at network distances 1-3 and GO level 5 are shown for *H. sapiens* and *S. cerevisiae* interaction networks, when hubs with >10, >20 and >50 connections are removed (A, C and E: “without hubs”), or bypassed if they are terminal (B, D, F: “without (via) hubs”).
Figure S5 - Variation of molecular function in hubless networks at GOA level 6

PCN values for molecular function for the removal of hubs, i.e. no hubs and without (via) hubs at network distances 1-3 and GO level 6 are shown for H. sapiens and S. cerevisiae interaction networks, when hubs with >10, >20 and >50 connections are removed (A, C and E: “without hubs”), or bypassed if they are terminal (B, D, F: “without (via) hubs”).
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Additional file 2 – Variation of biological process in hubless networks at GOA levels 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6.

**Figure S6 - Variation of biological process in hubless networks at GOA level 1**

*PCN* values for biological process with the removal of hubs, i.e. no hubs and without (via) hubs at network distances 1-3 and GO level 1 are shown for *H. sapiens* and *S. cerevisiae* interaction networks, when hubs with >10 (A, B), >20 (C, D) and >50 (E, F) connections are removed from the interaction network (A, C and E: “without hubs”), or bypassed if they are terminal (B, D, F: “without (via) hubs”).
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Figure S7 - Variation of biological process in hubless networks at GOA level 2

PCN values for biological process with the removal of hubs, i.e. no hubs and without (via) hubs at network distances 1-3 and GO level 2 are shown for H. sapiens and S. cerevisiae interaction networks, when hubs with >10 (A, B), >20 (C, D) and >50 (E, F) connections are removed from the interaction network (A, C and E: “without hubs”), or bypassed if they are terminal (B, D, F: “without (via) hubs”).
Figure S8 - Variation of biological process in hubless networks at GOA level 4

PCN values for biological process with the removal of hubs, i.e. no hubs and without (via) hubs at network distances 1-3 and GO level 4 are shown for *H. sapiens* and *S. cerevisiae* interaction networks, when hubs with >10 (A, B), >20 (C, D) and >50 (E, F) connections are removed from the interaction network (A, C and E: “without hubs”), or bypassed if they are terminal (B, D, F: “without (via) hubs”).
Figure S9 - Variation of biological process in hubless networks at GOA level 5

PCN values for biological process with the removal of hubs, i.e. no hubs and without (via) hubs at network distances 1-3 and GO level 5 are shown for *H. sapiens* and *S. cerevisiae* interaction networks, when hubs with >10 (A, B), >20 (C, D) and >50 (E, F) connections are removed from the interaction network (A, C and E: “without hubs”), or bypassed if they are terminal (B, D, F: “without (via) hubs”).
Figure S10 - Variation of biological process in hubless networks at GOA level 6
PCN values for biological process with the removal of hubs, i.e. no hubs and without (via) hubs at network distances 1-3 and GO level 6 are shown for *H. sapiens* and *S. cerevisiae* interaction networks, when hubs with >10 (A, B), >20 (C, D) and >50 (E, F) connections are removed from the interaction network (A, C and E: “without hubs”), or bypassed if they are terminal (B, D, F: “without (via) hubs”).
4.2 Conclusions

In this study, we analysed the influence of protein degree on GOA biological process and molecular functional relationships in the *S. cerevisiae* and *Homo sapiens* interaction networks. We examined the dependence of functional and process similarity of interacting protein pairs on the connectivity properties of the shortest path connecting them. We also investigated how functional inference from protein interactions depends on the level of GOA detail at which function is being studied.

Our results indicate that the tendency of interacting protein pairs in a network to have the same functions and processes decreases with increasing network distance via the shortest connecting path passing through hubs. Our network analysis results extend and complement the existing knowledge of the interactome.

Proximal proteins are most likely to have same molecular functions and biological processes for the network distances 1, 2 and 3 at GOA level 2 and 3, respectively. The molecular functions and biological processes of novel, uncharacterised proteins can thus be inferred from their relationships with other proteins in the interaction network, upto GOA levels 2 and 3, respectively.
Chapter 5: Identification of ovarian cancer associated genes using an integrated approach in a Boolean framework

5.1 Summary

Here, we have show application of interactome data along with other functional attributes in Boolean logic framework on gene expression dataset. Boolean logic has computational advantage for searching the sample space quickly and repeatedly. However, it falls short of arriving at the results where parameters for the sample search are not implicit, which happens often in the case of biological scenarios where cause and effect cannot not always be inferred directly. We have therefore selected the functional attributes based on observation between cancerous and non-cancerous genes reported from literature and weighted them suitably. This weighing schema is then encoded in the Boolean logic framework to rank differentially expressed genes. We have identified 17 genes to be differentially expressed, where ten genes are reported to be down-regulated via epigenetic inactivation and seven genes are up-regulated. Here, we report for the first-time that the over-expressed genes, *IRAK1*, *CHEK1* and *BUB1* may play an important role in ovarian cancer. Cancer is a complex disease which needs systems approach by integrating diverse biological information for the prognosis and therapy risk assessment using mechanistic approach to understand gene interaction in pathways, network and functional attributes to unravel the biological behaviour of tumours.
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Abstract:

**Background**
Cancer is a complex disease where molecular mechanism remains elusive. A systems approach is needed to integrate diverse biological information for the prognosis and therapy risk assessment using mechanistic approach to understand gene interactions in pathways and networks and functional attributes to unravel the biological behaviour of tumors.

**Results**
We weighted the functional attributes based on various functional properties observed between cancerous and non-cancerous genes reported from literature. This weighing schema is then encoded in the Boolean logic framework to rank differentially expressed genes. We have identified 17 genes to be differentially expressed from a total of 11,173 genes, where ten genes are reported to be down-regulated via epigenetic inactivation and seven genes are up-regulated. Here, we report for the first time that the overexpressed genes *IRAK1*, *CHEK1* and *BUB1* may play an important role in ovarian cancer.

**Conclusion**
We provided a workflow using Boolean logic schema for the identification of differential expressed genes by integrating diverse biological information. Using integrated approach resulted in the identification of genes as potential biomarker in ovarian cancer.
**Background**

The development of gene expression microarrays more than a decade ago has led the study of changes in the mRNA transcripts in disease-related tissues. These transcriptomic analyses under the microarrays experiments severs as the proxy for protein expression, and thereby revealed important properties of gene sets related to tissue-specificity [1, 2]. It has also facilitated the understanding of living cell at a systemic level by linking molecules to biological functions and thus bridging the genotype-to-phenotype gap via understanding the organisation of biological pathways [3] and network of protein interactions [4]. In a seminal review by Hanahan and Weinberg [5, 6], they introduce the six “hallmarks of cancer” and the seventh hallmark (stemness) of cancer was concluded through the gene expression analysis [7, 8]. In recent years researchers have made an effort to provide their microarray experiments for further studies through freely available public repositories such as Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) [9] and ArrayExpress [10].

The knowledge acquired over the years of research suggests that the cancer cells harbour genetic defects that alter the balance of cell proliferation and cell death [11]. This has led to the compilation of cancer gene list, which is increasing steadily over the last two decades. It is also a highly variable disease with multiple heterogeneous genetic and epigenetic changes which makes it ideal to study by integrating data from multiple experiments to understand the causes at the cellular level. Therefore, identification and characterisation of susceptible genes associated with cancer is one of the greatest challenges in today’s biology and medical research. This challenge is partly due to the limitation of statistical methods on which a hypothesis about the value of statistical parameter is made for the detection of genes effects and their interactions, as multiple biological components work in the concerted fashion. Moreover, biological systems are highly enriched with examples of combinatorial regulation and influence as molecules in signalling pathway and gene regulatory pathway jointly influence the cellular state [12].
order to explore the combinatorial influence of multiple factors Boolean-based logic is a popular approach for the SNP association studies [13, 14] and in cancer [12, 15, 16].

In this study, integrated systems approach is used to identify diseased-associated genes that are either not reported or poorly characterized in the ovarian tumor samples. We have estimated weights for the functional attributes associated with the known cancer gene list. These weights are then combined in Boolean logic schema to calculate the probability based rank associated with the differentially and non-differentially expressed genes. Finally, we have mapped high scoring ranks of differentially expressed genes on the co-expression gene interaction network to validate disease-associated genes (Figure 1). This study suggests that of the 17 shortlisted genes flagged as significant, the overexpressed genes IRAK1, CHEK1 and BUB1 may play an important role in ovarian cancer.

Methods
Identification of differential expressed genes
We extracted and analysed TCGA (The Cancer Genome Atlas) level 3 (Batch 9) ovarian serous cystadenocarcinoma data from Affymatrix platform [17]. TCGA gene expression data are normalised, annotated and validated for the expression variation relevant with the tissue types and with the type of array platforms, thus increasing the robustness in analysing expression data. Rather than a fold-change, we have calculated the differential expression of each gene by considering percentage of false prediction ($pfp$) ≤5% using the RankProd R package [18]. RankProd uses the rank product non-parametric method to indentify up/down-regulated genes under one condition against the other (in our case tumor vs. normal ovarian samples). This is based on the null hypothesis that the order of all items is random and the probability of finding a specific item among the top $r$ of $n$ items in a list is $p = r/n$. Multiplying these probability leads to the identification of the rank product $RP = \prod_{i} \frac{r_i}{n_i}$, where $r_i$ is the rank of the item and $n_i$ is the total number of items in
the \( i^{th} \) list. The smaller the \( RP \) value, the smaller the probability that the observed placement of the item at the top of the list is due to chance.

**Relevant functional attributes in the diseased-condition**
Although microarray measures the relative abundance of mRNA transcripts, their translated proteins are likely to be differentially present in diseased tissue. Therefore, we considered a total of six proteins functional attributes to capture Hanahan and Weinberg’s “*hallmarks of cancer*” [5, 6], i.e. tissue specificity (TS), transcription factors (TF), post-translation modifications (PTM), protein kinases (PK), secreted proteins (SP) and Hub proteins in interactome (node connectivity >4) and the gene attribute of methylation (METH), in cancer vs. non-cancer associated genes.

**Data integration from multiple experiments**
We extracted functional attributes *via* a text-mining approach. The cancer gene list was obtained by combining data from the Atlas of Genetics and Cytogenetics in Oncology and Haematology [19] and Futreal *et al.* [20], with information related to secreted proteins, tissue-specificity and protein’s post-translation modifications obtained from HPRD [21]. Human protein kinases were extracted from the Human Kinome [22]. Transcription factors were extracted from TRED [23], HPRD [21] and TargetMine [24] databases. Gene methylations in ovarian samples were extracted from the studies done by Mankoo *et al.* [25]. We considered the presence/absence of interaction in our high-confidence (HC) interactome dataset (detailed below) for differentially expressed genes, as biological pathways and networks of protein interactions are key paradigms to link molecules to biological functions. Therefore, interaction data were collected from BIND [26], BioGrid [27], DIP [28], HPRD [21], IntAct [29] and MINT [30] databases and merged into a single coherent interaction set after removing duplicate entries. Human protein interactions network were further analysed to create a HC (high-confidence) dataset by considering true interaction protein pairs as follow:
1. If binary interaction among proteins is known to be present in more than one databases.

2. Interacting protein pairs are true, if interaction is verified from more than one detection methods such as biochemical, biophysical, imaging techniques and/or protein complementation assay (PCA).

3. If interacting protein pairs have know protein domain interaction mentioned in 3did [31] and iPfam [32] databases.

4. PMIDs [33] were used as a proxy to support true interaction confirmed by more than one independent study.

These filters were used previously by us (Kumar, Cootes and Ranganathan, unpublished results) to define HC protein interaction set to study the network properties of molecular functions and biological processes of interacting proteins. In this study, scoring schema for interactions were considered for those protein nodes with more than four interactions, as this is empirical value of hubs suggested in gene co-expression stability in the analysis of protein interaction networks [34]. Therefore we weighted such highly connected protein nodes encoded by the known cancerous genes.

**Weighting schema for Boolean-based probability calculation**

We used phi-correlation ($r_\phi$) as a measure of association between functional attributes in the cancerous genes. It is one of the powerful methods to detect the association strength between two categorical data having binary values. Moreover, computationally it is related with the chi-square ($\chi^2$) as:

$$r_\phi = \sqrt{\frac{\chi^2}{N}}$$

where $N$ is the total number of genes.
Scoring schema on the weighted functional attributes for ranking genes
We used the guilt-based-association algorithm proposed by Nagaraj and Reverter [15] for ranking the differentially expressed genes in ovarian samples, with our own set of Boolean variables representing relevant functional attributes in the diseased-condition. The particular combination across the seven Boolean variables i.e. functional attributes for a given differentially and non-differentially expressed genes, were decomposed into its root. For example, if a given gene has four known functional attributes, then $2^4$ Boolean states are known to exist containing $(2^4-1)$ roots, i.e. all possible combination of Boolean states at the positions of known functional attributes, excluding the Boolean values with all zero status. The probability of each root is simply the average sum of all the weights associated with known functional attributes calculated via $r_d$. These root probabilities are then used to rank the differentially and non-differential expressed genes by summing up all the probability values associated with individual roots to rank the genes.

Validation set
We retrieved the raw expression data for 153 ovarian tumor samples from the Gene Expression Omnibus entry GSE1349, containing samples in four tumor stages [9]. Raw expression values for each probe were transformed to log-scale with base 2. Probe IDs were converted to Entrez Gene IDs using AILUN [35]. For genes with multiple probes, the probes with the highest variance across the samples were used to describe the expression value for the genes. Probes with multiple or without Gene IDs were removed from the analysis. Pearson’s correlation coefficients were calculated to describe the pairwise gene co-expressions. We have taken a Pearson’s coefficient >0.5 to represent a defined link between the co-expressed genes.

Results and Discussion
We used systems biology approach to integrate diverse data resources as described methods. 2157 genes were identified to be differentially expressed in tumor condition
using the RankProd R package at a \( pfp \leq 5\% \). A total of 11173 genes were considered in the TCGA expression set. This analysis suggested that 1353 and 804 genes were up-regulated and down-regulated respectively (Figure 2). An estimation of weight was carried out via simple observation of known functional attributes present between cancerous and non-cancerous genes. Table 1 lists different functional attributes used as weights in this study. An odds-ratio analysis of differentially and non-differentially expressed genes showed no apparent differences (Supplementary Table 1). Therefore, it suggests that no single functional attribute can be selected alone in the classification of genes as a potential biomarker for the prognosis of the ovarian tumor condition. Moreover, cancer is well established as a disease model where the cellular system is abnormal leading to an uncontrolled cell division. Hence, a synergistic approach is needed to encapsulate the various functional attributes together for the understanding of the cancerous state. Figure 1 illustrates the workflow used for ranking genes. A Boolean framework for measuring unknown interactions between different biological entities and for the classification of genes in disease conditions have been reported by earlier studies [12, 15].

In this study seven functional attributes, such as epigenetic inactivation (CpG gene methylation), protein’s post-translation modification, protein kinase, secreted protein, tissue-specificity, transcription factor and hub proteins in an interactome (protein node connectivity >4) were considered for the classification in the Boolean logic framework. We defined the Boolean logic for each gene, corresponding to the selected functional attributes (Table 2 and supplementary Table 2). These Boolean values were then decomposed to their roots to calculate the overall probability based on their functional attributes weights (see, section 2.6 of methods for detail). An empirical probability score greater than 0.5 was used as a cut-off to identify differential and non-differential gene expression as potential biomarkers. At this cut-off value, we were able to identify 17 differentially expressed genes (Table 2), whereas non-differential expression is noted for
48 genes (supplementary Table 2). In the TCGA expression dataset, we found seven \((IRAK1, STC2, CDC7, CHEK1, KLK6, BUB1 \text{ and } CHEK2)\) and ten \((IGF1R, DAB2, IGFBP7, FOXL2, LCN2, CLU, LYN, PGR, AR \text{ and } VIM)\) genes to be up-regulated and down-regulated, respectively, using RankProd analysis. Figure 3 compares the known functional attributes present in proteins encoded by differentially and non-differentially expressed genes. Moreover, we have shown the verified the importance of these differentially expressed genes by mapping to their biological pathways (Supplementary Table 3).

**Protein kinases**
Protein kinases are important regulators of cell function and belong to a functionally diverse gene family. They affect the activity, localisation and overall function of other proteins by adding a phosphate group and thereby control the activity of cellular processes. Kinases are particularly important in signal transduction and co-ordination of complex functions such as cell cycle and pathological conditions. Identification of \(IRAK1\) as a differentially expressed gene in ovarian cancer suggests its important role in this disease. It is a putative Ser/Thr kinase known to partially interact with transcription factor, NF-\(\kappa\)B. Activation of NF-\(\kappa\)B leads to cell proliferation, survival and migration [36]. Overexpression of this gene suggests indirect cell survival and proliferation in the ovarian tumor condition. Similarly, \(IGF1R\) is a receptor with tyrosine kinase activity, which binds an insulin-like growth factor. It is over-expressed in most malignant tissue, acting as an anti-apoptotic agent by enhancing cell survival [37, 38]. \(LYN\) is a non-receptor tyrosine kinase, phosphorylating caspase 8, rendering it inactive and thereby assisting apoptosis of the inflammatory cell [39]. In the absence of the normal expression of \(LYN\), active caspase 8 may prevent the tumor cells from undergoing apoptosis.

Other important kinases in cell survival and proliferation during tumorigenesis are associated with key cell cycle proteins. \(CDC7\) (cell-division cycle 7 homolog of \(S\).
S. cerevisiae) and BUB1 (budding uninhibited by benzimidazoles 1 homolog of S. cerevisiae) encode protein kinases which induce G1/S transition and are involved with the spindle checkpoint function, respectively during cell mitosis. CDC7 is known to be overexpressed in the epithelial ovarian carcinoma, resulting in tumor progression, genomic instability and accelerated cell division [40]. On the other hand, BUB1 overexpression induces aneuploidy and tumor formation [41]. CHEK1 (checkpoint kinase 1) is another important cell-cycle molecule of Ser/Thr protein kinase family mediating signals from ATM and ATR cell cycle proteins involved in the DNA damage response and associated with chromatin in the meiotic prophase I. The importance of this protein in tumor invasiveness has been suggested by researchers in lung, bladder, liver, prostate, gastric, brain, cervical and colorectal cancers and B-cell lymphoma [42-44]. CHEK2 (checkpoint kinase 2) is yet another important cell cycle protein which regulated key proteins during cell division. It interacted with BRCA1 (- breast cancer 1) to restore survival in response to DNA damage with known association with endometrial cancer risk [45]. We observed overexpression of IRAK1, BUB1, CDC7, CHEK1 and CHEK2 genes in TCGA-samples at a high Boolean probability score of 0.607561, together with the co-expression of other key cell-cycle molecules in an independent validation expression set GSE1349 suggesting their association in ovarian cancer (Figure 4).

Serine proteases

Serine proteases are proteolytic enzymes, hydrolysing the peptide bond of protein substrates via a nucleophilic serine residue in the active site [46]. Serine proteases play diverse roles in human health, from non-specific digestion to highly regulated functions like embryonic development, immune response and blood coagulation. Moreover, insufficient or excess protease activity can promote significant pathologies like cancer, inflammation, hemophilia, heart attack, stroke, pancreatitis and parasite infection [47]. We suggest the potential use of KLK6 (Kallikrein-related peptidase 6) as a potential biomarker
for ovarian cancer based on its high Boolean probability score (0.697808). *KLK6* is a serine protease with diverse functional roles inside the cell. It has been suggested that overexpression of this protein leads to the loss of cell-cell adhesion in skin cancer (melanoma) [48]. Moreover, a recent study reports the up-regulation of *KLK6* in colon cancer and its use as a potential biomarker and therapeutic agent [49].

**Secreted proteins**

Secreted proteins are secreted from the cell into the extracellular space and have important biological regulatory roles with the potential for therapeutics. *STC2* (Stanniocalcin 2) is a secreted homodimeric glycoprotein that is expressed in a variety of tissues. *STC2* is known to promote the epithelial-mesenchymal transition and invasiveness in human ovarian cancer under inadequate oxygen supply to the tissue [50]. Our results show that STC2 is a significant up-regulated gene, promoting ovarian cancer. On the other hand, *CLU* (clusterin) and *LCN2* (lipocalin2) are down-regulated genes in our analysis. *CLU* encodes a protein which is secreted under stress conditions, that functions as a strong anti-migratory and anti-invasive agent by inducing the destruction of the actin cytoskeleton inside the cell [51]. The decreased expression of *CLU* thus promotes the cancerous diseased condition. *LCN2* encodes a 25kDa secretory protein involved with iron-transportation and contributes to endometrial carcinoma [52]. Moreover, it is a key molecule in various signalling pathways (Supplementary Table 3). Down-regulation of *LCN2* due to epigenetic inactivation may lead to ovarian carcinoma.

**Other types of proteins**

We observed down-regulation of genes with high probability associated with phosphoproteins, transcription factors and receptors due to epigenetic inactivation. Phosphoprotein *DAB2* is a mitogen-responsive agent, acting as tumor suppressor in normal ovaian epithelial cells and down-regulation of this gene modulates the TGF-β signalling pathway [53]. *FOXL2* (forkhead box L2) encodes a transcription factor which helps in the
normal development of ovarian tissue. IGFBP7 (insulin-like growth factor binding domain) is known as the tumor suppressor gene, leading to lung cancer due to the epigenetic inactivation [55]. PGR (progesterone receptor) encodes a protein playing a central role in the reproductive system by maintaining progesterone levels and ensuring normal pregnancy (Table 3). AR (progesterone receptor) encodes a protein which functions as a steroid hormone-activated transcription factor and has been shown to be involved in prostate cancer [56]. VIM (vimentin) encodes a protein that is responsible for maintaining cell shape, integrity of the cytoplasm and stabilizing cytoskeleton interaction. Thus, the decreased expression of these genes could be indicative of ovarian cancer.

**Conclusions**

We have statistically integrated gene expression and protein interaction data by combining weights in a Boolean framework to identify high scoring differentially expressed genes in ovarian tumor samples. This has resulted in the identification of important genes associated with critical biological processes. We identified 17 differentially expressed genes from a dataset of 11,173 genes, where seven and ten genes were up- and down-regulated, respectively with significant probability score in a Boolean logic schema. We report three genes (IRAK1, CHEK1 and BUB1) to be significant in ovarian tumor samples for the first time, to the best of our knowledge. Our results demonstrate the significance of multiple data types and knowledge-guided integration of diverse biological information to understand the molecular mechanisms associated in ovarian cancer and their application in the discovery of biomarkers.
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Figures

**Figure 1**: Schematic representation for ranking genes in a Boolean logic framework.
Schematic representation of the workflow used to rank genes in a Boolean framework for identifying potential biomarkers in ovarian cancer.

**Figure 2**: Differential gene expression in TCGA ovarian dataset
Affymatrix TCGA gene expression dataset in ovarian tumor samples (class 1) vs. normal samples (class 2). RankProd analysis of differential gene expression at percentage of false prediction \( (pfp) \leq 5\% \) is shown.

**Figure 3**: Functional attributes presented in various proteins encoded by differential/non-differential gene expression in TCGA data.
Histogram representing functional attributes such as Meth (Methylation), PK (Protein-Kinase), TF (Transcription Factor), TS (Tissue-specificity), PTM (Post-translation modification), SP (secreted-proteins) and Hub (Protein interaction where node connectivity > 4) presented in protein encoded by differential/non-differential expressed genes.

**Figure 4**: Co-expression of four up-regulated genes
Schematic representation of co-expressed of four up-regulated genes. Edges are colour-coded to highlight the range of pearson’s correlation coefficient in co-expression network: pink (0.05-0.55), green (0.55-0.60), red (0.60-0.65), blue (0.65-0.70) and black ( > 0.70).

Tables:

**Table-1**: Phi-correlation \( (r_{\phi}) \) weights calculated for the functional attributes such as methylation, post-translation modification, protein kinase, secretory proteins, tissue-specificity, protein interaction nodes with connectivity >4 and transcription-factor in cancerous vs. non-cancerous genes associated with ovarian cancerous tumor samples.

**Table 2**: Boolean-based probability score for ranking 17 differentially expressed genes.
Supplementary data:

**Supplementary Table 1:** Differential/Non-differential gene expression for various functional attributes.

**Supplementary Table 2:** Boolean-based probability score for ranking 48 non-differentially expressed genes.

**Supplementary Table 3:** Statistically significant pathway analysis from the NCI-nature *PID* (Pathway Interaction Database) of the 17 differentially expressed genes in various biological pathways.
Figure 1: Schematic representation for ranking genes in a Boolean logic framework. Schematic representation of the workflow used to rank genes in a Boolean framework for identifying potential biomarkers in ovarian cancer.
Figure 2: Differential gene expression in TCGA ovarian dataset

Affymatrix TCGA gene expression dataset in ovarian tumor samples (class 1) vs. normal samples (class 2). RankProd analysis of differential gene expression at percentage of false prediction ($pfp$) ≤5% is shown.
Figure 3: Functional attributes presented in various proteins encoded by differential/non-differential gene expression in TCGA data.

Histogram representing functional attributes such as Meth (Methylation), PK (Protein-Kinase), TF (Transcription Factor), TS (Tissue-specificity), PTM (Post-translation modification), SP (secreted-proteins) and Hub (Protein interaction where node connectivity > 4) presented in protein encoded by differential/non-differential expressed genes.
Figure 4: Co-expression of four up-regulated genes
Schematic representation of co-expressed of four up-regulated genes. Edges are colour-coded to highlight the range of Pearson’s correlation coefficient in co-expression network: pink (0.05-0.55), green (0.55-0.60), red (0.60-0.65), blue (0.65-0.70) and black (> 0.70).
Table 1: Phi-correlation ($r_\phi$) weights calculated for the functional attributes such as methylation, post-translation modifications, protein kinase, secretory proteins, tissue-specificity, protein interaction nodes with connectivity $>4$ and transcription factor in cancerous vs. non-cancerous genes associated with ovarian cancerous tumor samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional Attributes</th>
<th>Phi-correlation value</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methylation</td>
<td>0.021944</td>
<td>0.0803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-translation modifications</td>
<td>0.046598</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein kinase</td>
<td>0.037870</td>
<td>0.0030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretory proteins</td>
<td>0.036727</td>
<td>0.0026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tissue specificity</td>
<td>0.038675</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactome (node connectivity $&gt;4$)</td>
<td>0.072986</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcription factor</td>
<td>0.048745</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Boolean-based probability score for ranking 17 differentially expressed genes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene symbol</th>
<th>Gene ID</th>
<th>Up</th>
<th>Down</th>
<th>Boolean values</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KLK6</td>
<td>5653</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1011001</td>
<td>0.697808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRAK1</td>
<td>3654</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDC7</td>
<td>8317</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEK1</td>
<td>1111</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUB1</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEK2</td>
<td>11200</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STC2</td>
<td>8614</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1011010</td>
<td>0.584684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAB2</td>
<td>1601</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0011011</td>
<td>0.743532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIM</td>
<td>7431</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0011011</td>
<td>0.743532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOXL2</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0011101</td>
<td>0.735481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNC2</td>
<td>3934</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1011001</td>
<td>0.697808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGR</td>
<td>5241</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0011110</td>
<td>0.644578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0011110</td>
<td>0.644578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGF1R</td>
<td>3480</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYN</td>
<td>4067</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGFBP7</td>
<td>3490</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1011010</td>
<td>0.584684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLU</td>
<td>1191</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1011010</td>
<td>0.584684</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Supplementary Table 1: Differential/Non-differential gene expression for various functional attributes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional Attributes</th>
<th>Differential gene expression</th>
<th>Non-differential gene expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average Rank</td>
<td>Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretome</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein kinase</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0.216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tissue specificity</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0.112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-translation modification</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcription Factor</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0.172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein-interaction (nodes &gt;4)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methylation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Supplementary Table 2:** Boolean-based probability score for ranking the 48 non-differentially expressed genes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene symbol</th>
<th>Gene-ID</th>
<th>Boolean values</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESR1</td>
<td>2099</td>
<td>0001111</td>
<td>0.776265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRLR</td>
<td>5618</td>
<td>0011011</td>
<td>0.743532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEE1</td>
<td>7465</td>
<td>0101011</td>
<td>0.739246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMAD2</td>
<td>4087</td>
<td>0011110</td>
<td>0.644578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDC5L</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>0011110</td>
<td>0.644578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIF1A</td>
<td>3091</td>
<td>0011110</td>
<td>0.644578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRCA1</td>
<td>672</td>
<td>0011110</td>
<td>0.644578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUNB</td>
<td>3726</td>
<td>0011110</td>
<td>0.644578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUNX1</td>
<td>861</td>
<td>0011110</td>
<td>0.644578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACH1</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>0011110</td>
<td>0.644578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX</td>
<td>4149</td>
<td>0011110</td>
<td>0.644578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTF2A1</td>
<td>2957</td>
<td>0011110</td>
<td>0.644578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SREBF1</td>
<td>6720</td>
<td>0011110</td>
<td>0.644578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP73</td>
<td>7161</td>
<td>0011110</td>
<td>0.644578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDK7</td>
<td>1022</td>
<td>0101110</td>
<td>0.640294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKT1</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPK2</td>
<td>28996</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERBB2</td>
<td>2064</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIT</td>
<td>3815</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAK3</td>
<td>3718</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBK1</td>
<td>29110</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAK4</td>
<td>10298</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP3K14</td>
<td>9020</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRD4</td>
<td>23476</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIM28</td>
<td>10155</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATS1</td>
<td>9113</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAPK14</td>
<td>1432</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STK11</td>
<td>6794</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEC</td>
<td>7006</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGFR1</td>
<td>2260</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STK16</td>
<td>8576</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP3K5</td>
<td>4217</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP3K7</td>
<td>6885</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IKBKB</td>
<td>3551</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTK2</td>
<td>5747</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTK2B</td>
<td>2185</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGFR3</td>
<td>2261</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAK2</td>
<td>3717</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATR</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene symbol</td>
<td>Gene-ID</td>
<td>Boolean values</td>
<td>Rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLT1</td>
<td>2321</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGFR2</td>
<td>2261</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYRK1A</td>
<td>1859</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRKCD</td>
<td>5580</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERBB4</td>
<td>2066</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRC</td>
<td>6714</td>
<td>0111010</td>
<td>0.607561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERPINA1</td>
<td>5265</td>
<td>1011010</td>
<td>0.584684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMAD1</td>
<td>5265</td>
<td>1011010</td>
<td>0.584684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>2147</td>
<td>1011010</td>
<td>0.584684</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 3**: Statistically significant NCI-Nature Pathway Interaction Database analysis of the 17 differentially expressed genes. PID is a database with biomolecular interactions and cellular processes assembled into authoritative human signalling pathways.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene symbol*</th>
<th>Gene ID</th>
<th>PID-Pathways and associated P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>Regulation of nuclear SMAD2/3 signaling (1.88e-04); Nongenotrophic Androgen signaling (2.80e-04); FOXA1 transcription factor network (1.06e-03); Coregulation of Androgen receptor activity (3.84e-03); Notch-mediated HES/HEY network (1.33e-02); Regulation of Androgen receptor activity (1.62e-02); Regulation of nuclear beta catenin signaling and target gene transcription (3.70e-01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUB1</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>p73 transcription factor network (1.25e-03); Aurora B signaling (5.66e-02); PLK1 signaling events (7.34e-02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEK1</td>
<td>1111</td>
<td>p53 pathway (1.56e-07); p73 transcription factor network (1.25e-03); Circadian rhythm pathway (1.16e-02); Fanconi anemia pathway (1.33e-02); ATR signaling pathway (5.89e-02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEK2</td>
<td>11200</td>
<td>p53 pathway (1.56e-07); ATM pathway (5.03e-03); PLK3 signaling events (6.08e-02); FOXM1 transcription factor network (6.37e-02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLU</td>
<td>1191</td>
<td>Validated targets of C-MYC transcriptional repression (8.87e-04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAB2</td>
<td>1601</td>
<td>TGF-beta receptor signaling (1.78e-02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGF1R</td>
<td>3480</td>
<td>IGF1 pathway (2.80e-04); Plasma membrane estrogen receptor signaling (8.91e-04); Integrins in angiogenesis (1.19e-03); SHP2 signaling (2.12e-02); Posttranslational regulation of adherens junction stability and disassembly (7.84e-02); Stabilization and expansion of the E-cadherin adherens junction (2.98e-01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRAK1</td>
<td>3654</td>
<td>IL1-mediated signaling events (5.88e-03); Endogenous TLR signaling (2.84e-02); p75(NTR)-mediated signaling (3.18e-02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLK6</td>
<td>5653</td>
<td>Alpha-synuclein signaling (1.78e-05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYN</td>
<td>4067</td>
<td>Glypican 1 network (7.49e-06); Alpha-synuclein signaling (1.78e-05); LPA receptor mediated events (5.22e-05); Signaling events mediated by PTP1B (1.89e-04); Signaling events mediated by Stem cell factor receptor (c-Kit) (2.25e-04); Thromboxane A2 receptor signaling (2.67e-04); EPO signaling pathway (4.47e-04); CXCR4-mediated signaling events (6.26e-04); BCR signaling pathway (6.46e-04); Fc-epsilon receptor I signaling in mast cells (3.43e-03); Ephrin B reverse signaling (3.56e-03); Regulation of p38-alpha and p38-beta (3.90e-03); GMCSF-mediated signaling events (5.88e-03); amb2 Inteigin signaling (8.35e-03); IL5-mediated signaling events (9.01e-03); IL8- and CXCR1-mediated signaling events (3.44e-02); PDGFR-beta signaling pathway (3.72e-02); EPHA forward signaling (4.51e-02); IL8- and CXCR2-mediated signaling events (4.73e-02); Class I PI3K signaling events (8.09e-02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGR</td>
<td>5241</td>
<td>Validated nuclear estrogen receptor alpha network (2.98e-02); Cellular roles of Anthrax toxin (1.88e-01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIM</td>
<td>7431</td>
<td>Caspase cascade in apoptosis (1.55e-02); Aurora B signaling (5.66e-02)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* CDC7, FOXL2, IGFBP7, LCN2 and STC2 do not map to statistically significant pathways and therefore are not listed above.
5.2 Conclusions

We statistically integrated genomic and proteomic data by combining weights in a Boolean framework to identify high scoring differential expressed genes in the ovarian tumour samples. This lead to the identification of important genes associated with the critical biological processes. Our results demonstrate the significance of multiple data type and knowledge guided integration of diverse biological information to understand the molecular mechanism associated with ovarian cancer and its application in the discovery of biomarker.
Chapter 6: Conclusions and future directions

6.1 Summary

This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 provides a detailed literature survey on network concepts in biology. A brief introduction to experimental methods for determining protein-protein interactions is followed by some of the major public databases archiving such interactions along with other important biological resources. We also provided the basic mathematical framework for characterizing the network properties of biomolecular connectivity, illustrating different types of biological networks and their topological properties in the understanding of fundamental cellular processes and in human diseased conditions. Chapter 2 lists the publications included in this thesis and the respective chapters they are included in as a table for cross reference purpose.

Chapter 3 provides the detailed network analysis of subcellular localisation (SCL) or cellular compartmentalisation of human proteins using protein-protein interaction and metabolite-linked protein interaction networks. We compared and contrasted the above networks using rigorous statistical methods to understand the human protein localisation in various subcellular compartments using large-scale protein SCL information from LOCATE and GOA databases. This is followed by chapter 4, highlighting the statistical analysis of human and yeast high confidence interactome datasets to examine the tendency of proximal interacting protein pairs to have same molecular functions or biological processes. We carried out this analysis by measuring the shortest paths between interacting protein pairs at various GOA hierarchy levels (from one to six) and at network distances upto three. Rather than use simplistic definitions of hub proteins as data hubs and party hubs, we have investigated we the behaviour of proteins over a larger number of degree categories. The dissection of the interactome in terms of interacting protein pairs characterized by their cellular components, molecular functions and biological functions is extended to the proteins implicated in diseased states from gene expression analysis. In chapter 5, an integrative approach is used for the identification of differentially expressed genes in ovarian tumour samples using seven functional attributes in a Boolean logical framework, and further validated using the human interactome.
Chapter 6 highlights the innovation, significance and contributions of this thesis, drawing conclusions from the interactome analysis for the understanding of proteins cellular components, molecular functions and biological processes and the usage of interaction network in addition to other six functional attributes in identification of genes in ovarian tumour samples. This chapter also discusses future directions. The work presented in this thesis has been published as book chapters and journal articles highlighting the importance of large scale interactome analysis.

### 6.2 Conclusions

This thesis highlights the statistical studies carried out on interactome datasets for the better understanding of eukaryotic proteins with respect to their subcellular localisation, molecular functions and biological processes. An integrative approach is used to combine interactome information along with other specific functional attributes in the identification of ovarian cancer genes that are differentially expressed in tumour samples. Several novel aspects are presented in the thesis. The following inferences can be drawn:

1. A detail network study is done using rigorous statistical methods to show the underlying differences in network properties of physically interacting protein pairs with respect to metabolite-linked protein pairs or functional association. We have shown the importance of metabolite-linked protein pairs in understanding the localisation of human proteins in subcellular compartments such as mitochondrion, lysosome and Golgi apparatus. Chapter 3 describes the statistical measures and methods for comparing and contrasting the localisation of human protein in the above two networks.

2. We studied the tendency of proximal proteins in the human and yeast interactome datasets in detail, upto the GOA abstraction level six. We conclude in chapter 4 that the tendency of proximal interaction protein pairs to have same molecular functions or biological processes hold true upto the network distance of two and three, respectively, with little difference in the tendency of interaction protein pairs measured via percentage common neighbours at the network distance of three, after which there is a marked decrease in function/process conservation.

3. Chapter 5 highlights the importance of high interacting proteins (interactions >4) i.e. hubs of interactome, selected by imposing additional functional attributes in the
identification of cancer associated genes in ovarian tumour samples using a Boolean logic framework.

6.3 Innovations

This thesis highlights the original finding and application of protein interaction networks to the study of protein subcellular localisation, molecular function and biological process. In addition to this fundamental understanding of eukaryotic proteins, we have applied the interactome in conjunction with other functional attributes of proteins for understanding the human disease condition, using ovarian cancer as a disease model.

This is, to the best of my knowledge, the first study of its kind, where an interactome dataset has been used for the detailed analysis of eukaryotic proteins with respect to their cellular components, molecular functions and biological processes. Rigorous statistical methods have been used in the studies of above mentioned proteins characteristics. We have also provided a meaningful way of integrating the interactome with other functional attributes in the human diseased condition.

6.4 Significance and contributions

This work reiterates the inherent importance of statistical methods for an integrated systems approach in the understanding of fundamental of cellular processes encoded in the interconnectivity of protein-protein interaction networks. The significant findings and contributions of this thesis are listed below.

1. This thesis presents the importance of the metabolite-linked protein interaction network i.e. functional association in the understanding of protein localisation, using human interactome data (chapter 3).

2. We have shown the importance of network distances in interaction network to attributes the same functional or process association of interacting protein pairs (chapter 4).
3. We have also introduced a novel approach to create a high confidence protein interaction set by introducing the filters to generate gold standard positive set for analysis (chapter 4).

4. The results presented here offer a compelling insight into protein’s functional attributes in the characterisation of human cancer gene association (chapter 5).

5. We have outlined the rationale behind the data integration to combine diverse biological information in a statistical framework, for the characterisation of genes as potential biomarkers (chapter 5).

### 6.5 Future directions

The studies presented in this thesis could lead to an advancement in many directions for the better understanding of fundamental cellular processes and human diseased condition by integrating diverse biological information under robust statistical framework. The network comparison suggested in chapter 3 can be used to automate high-throughput identification of SCL in model organisms. This fully automated identification of SCL using PPI and metabolic/functional association networks can then be implemented as a research tool or a web application that provides services to the scientific community.

The statistical analysis shown in Chapter 4 on GOA molecular function and biological process paves way for refining statistical models in the prediction of protein’s functional association. Future developments will include combining all the three GOA components i.e. cellular component, molecular function and biological process simultaneously for the prediction of a given protein from its known neighbours by incorporating the spatial constrains (subcellular compartmentalisation), functional diversity and process complexity, respectively. Also, I have not attempted to discriminate between the hubs with simultaneous binding of several proteins (forming a large multi-protein complex) and the other hub proteins with the ability to bind to a number of proteins but one at a time. This could be addressed by measuring the network centrality associated with each of the two kinds of hubs, to confirm the essentiality associated with such proteins in the overall cell survival. It has been shown in 2006 that multi-interface hub proteins are twice more likely to be essential on an average compare to the single-interface proteins [99]. It would be
interesting to see whether these conclusions are still valid, as more and more data on proteins in interaction networks becomes available.

The analysis done in chapter 5 has revealed the importance of functional attributes in the identification of disease causing genes. This can be extended further by incorporating gene features such as copy number variation and mutation. Moreover, there is a scope to include gene regulatory network in a Boolean framework to capture disease causing events, where proteins regulate the gene expression, followed by experimental validation.

Furthermore, this study can be extended to the domain analysis of interacting protein pairs in an interaction network and mapped with that of the co-expression similarity of interacting neighbours from the COXPRESdb [100], to convert a protein-protein interaction network to a domain-domain interaction network, to focus on the functional domain level interactions within a protein interaction network.
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